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GPSA Council
Regular Meeting
September 24, 2011
9:00am – 4:00pm
HSC Domenici West, Room 2112
I.
II.

III.

IV.
V.

VI.
VII.

VIII.

Roll Call
Opening Business
a. Approval of the Agenda
b. Approval of the August 27, 2011 Minutes
c. Guest Speakers
i. LGBTQ Resource Center at http://lgbtqrc.unm.edu/
d. Gallery & Media
i. National Securities Scholars Program – Post 9/11 Symposium
ii. Ghetto Physics: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rISyTPKzKHE
Action Items
a. FAP‐11‐001: Grants Appeal, Anthony Rodriguez, College of Education
b. FA‐11‐004: Legislative Committee Chair Stipends, Corbin Casarez, Philosophy
c. FR‐11‐005: Interdisciplinary Degree Programs, GPSA Executive
d. FR‐11‐006: Graduate & Professional Student Representation, Japji Hundal, Anderson School of Management
e. FR‐11‐007: Advocacy Webspace, GPSA Executive
f. GPSA Bylaws: 8‐22 Bylaws & Rationale
i. Bylaws Finance Code Substitution, Joseph Dworak, School of Law
ii. Docs Correction: Bylaws Code Substitutions, Executive Branch (inserted 8/15 into Presidents Report)
iii. Docs Addendum: Bylaws Compromise Substitution, Corbin Casarez, Philisophy
g. Nomination & Approval of Legislative Committee Chairs
i. Legislative Steering Committee Chair
ii. Legislative Finance Chair
Discussion Items
Information Items
a. Council Reports
i. GPSA Council Chair
ii. Legislative Standing Committees
b. Executive Reports
i. GPSA President
ii. Executive Standing Committee Reports
1. Elections, Nas Manole
2. Executive Finance, Heather Berghmans
3. Grants & ST Funds, Saliha Qasemi
4. Lobby, Allison Block
5. Programs, Daniel Parker
6. Technology, Meer Noor
iii. Executive Ad Hoc & University Committee Reports
1. Assistantships, Benefits & Funding
2. Equity & Outreach, Berenice Gijalva
3. Media & Transparency, Anthony Salvagno
4. Student Support & Advocacy, Megan McRoberts
5. Tuition & Student Fees, Sarah Coffey
Representative Announcements
a. Representative Documents
Upcoming meeting dates
a. Next Regular Meeting: October 29, 2011
HSC Domenici West, Room 2112
Items Due: 10/20/11, 5pm
Adjourn

GPSA Regular Council Meeting
Minutes
August 27, 2011
Sub Lobo A & B
PRESIDING OFFICER:

Megan O’Laughlin, Council Chair

REPRESENTATIVES:

Representative Sheet Attached

RECORDER /
PARLIMENTARIAN:

Bernadette Fontenelle / Patricia Roybal Caballero

SPEAKERS & GUESTS:

Katie Richardson, Daniel Ivy-Soto, Yvette Hall, Debbie Morris, Lawrence
Roybal, Elly Van Mill, Saliha Qasemi, Christine Abasarry, Linda McCormick,
Meer Noor, Anthony Salvagno, Megan McRoberts, Christopher Ramirez

Agenda Items
I.

ROLL CALL

ACTION
II.

Meeting called to order by Megan O’Laughlin at 10:53 A.M. Meeting has quorum.
APPROVAL OF THE AGENDA
•
•

ACTION

•
III.

Consent agenda item 1 moved to regular agenda item.
Motion to move Consent agenda Items 2 & 3 off consent, can add as a discussion
item.
o Chair noted no motion is needed to remove items from Consent Agenda. The
Chair ruled to add 2&3 as action items.
o Parliamentary Daniel Ivey-Soto explained to Representatives the open
meeting act in reference to the notice debate.
The agenda is accepted as amended without w/o objection.

GUEST SPEAKERS/MEDIA GALLERY
•

DISCUSSION

•
•
•

IV.

Guest Speakers for this meeting were presented in a special program preceding the
meeting.
President Katie Richardson introduced the Executive Board; standing committee and
Ad hoc committee chairs.
Chris introduced media & gallery and distributed flyers on (Out Queer Grads). Quarter
review introductions, get names.
GPSA Project Assistants were introduced

ACTION ITEMS
A.

ACTION
B.

Consent Agenda
•
•

Note: Consent Agenda Items 1, 2, and 3 were moved to regular agenda.
Consent Agenda Items 4 (Council Recorder & Stipend) and 5 (Executive
Appointments) were approved without objection.
Regular Agenda Items

1. Added from Consent: FR-11-001 Standing Rules (SR)
•
ACTION

Motion to adopt Standing Rules. Saliha/seconded. 6 amendments pass to
Standing Rules.
o Motion to amend SR section II, 5, A adding legislative committees.
Saliha/seconded.
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Motion to amend Passed.

o Motion to amend SR Section 1 to add in 1A “council meeting shall be
held in accordance with constitution bylaws” striking the current first
sentence. Corbin/seconded.





Point of information: unclear on voting record sheet. Saliha.

Chair will announce vote number corresponding to the voting
record.
Call the question: ¾ in the affirmative. Passes. (name)
Motion to amend Passed

o Motion to amend SR and strike V.A.3 entirely. Shannon/seconded.


Motion to amend Passed

o Motion to amend SR V.B.3 to strike 8 and insert 5 academic days.
Corbin/seconded.


Motion to amend Passed

o Motion to Amend SR V.B.4 and insert “each”


Motion to amend Passed

o Motion to Amend SR to strike all items under “Action”.
(name)/seconded

•

Motion to amend Passed

Main motion to adopt SR as amended. Shannon/Seconded.
o FR-11-001 Standing Rules adopted as amended.

2. Added from Consent: FR-11-002 Public Notice Requirements (PNR)
•

Motion to pass PNR. Joe D./seconded
o Point of Information is this item being reviewed as Bylaws in Sept.
Joe. Chair stated the PNR would be reviewed in the Bylaws, but the
current bylaws require some form of open meeting rules at the first
meeting.
o Motion to substitute PNR with entire New Mexico Attorney General
Office Open Meetings Act. (name)/Seconded.


Much discussion on the floor.



Motion to postpone discussion until after discussion of the
bylaws at the next meeting. This motion was not in order.
Point of order: operating under current bylaws requires some
notice requirement to be adopted. Michael

Motion to substitute Fails. 5 abstentions.
Motion to adopt PNR Passed. 1 abstention


•

3. Added from Consent: FR-11-003 Conflict of Interest
•

Motion to adopt policy. Teresa
o Motion to table agenda item adoption of Conflict of interest until
September regular meeting. Mike/Second


Passed. Agenda item is tabled until 9/24.

4. Executive Budget Revision: Technology / Ad hoc
•

Motion to pass the budget allocation recommendation. Saliha/seconded. No
discussion.

•

Motion passed. Budget Revision is approved.

5. Appropriation: FA‐11‐001 Website
6. Appropriation: FA‐11‐002 Student Travel (ST) Funding
7. Appropriation: FA‐11‐003 Back2School
•

Motion to group FA-11-001,002,003 and table until 9/24.
o Discussion: Regarding timelines for groups requesting funding,
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specifically deadlines where funding will be required before next
meeting. Chair confirms appropriations at first meeting and additional
funding for ST are normal items. GPSA President confirms. Chair
confirms grouping agenda items is in order.
•

Motion Fails.

•

Motion to approve FA-11-001,002,003 as a group. Joe/Seconded

•

Motion Passed. Appropriations approved.

8. Resolution: FR‐11‐004 El Centro de la Raza
•

Motion to approve. Corbin/seconded.
o Floor given to Christopher Ramirez to provide information on item.

•

Motion Passed. Resolution is adopted.

Corbin moved to take a 10 minute break, return at 1:04 p.m. Passed.
Chair call meeting back to order at 1:05 p.m.
V.

DISCUSSION

VI.

REPORTS

DISCUSSION ITEMS
A. Presentation of GPSA Bylaws: Ad hoc Bylaws Committee (ABC), Working Group
Leads- Chair announce there are links to the following documents and
acknowledged the team who worked on Bylaws over the Summer. Council
Representatives thanked everyone for working on documents.
Council informed to review each document before next meeting:
8-15-11 GPSA Bylaws
8-22-11 GPSA Final Bylaws from Edit Group
8-22-11 Compiled Rationale from ABC
INFORMATION ITEMS
A. Officer Reports
1. GPSA Council Chair- SGAO estimates show $96,000 of unallocated funds to
appropriate this year. Forthcoming meeting documents will be available
through USB drives, E-check-in with recorder, please bring laptops.
Representative can link online through DropBox. GPSA office: Council
workstation is available for Reps. Chair hours are all day Tuesdays.
2. GPSA President- President’s report will be attached, in full, with the
distribution of the Minutes.

VII.

REPRESENTATIVE & RDSA ANNOUNCEMENTS

VIII.

UPCOMING MEETING DATES

INFORMATION

IX.
ADJOURN

Bylaws Forums
Tuesday, September 13, 2011, 9:00 A.M., GPSA Office
Wednesday, September 14, 2011, 5:30 P.M., GPSA Office
Regular Council Meeting
Saturday, September 24, 2011, 9:00 A.M.-3:00 P.M., HSC Domenici West, Room 2112
*Debate on Bylaws
ADJOURN
Motion to Adjourn. Michael Verilli. No objections.
Meeting adjourned @ 1:33 p.m.

Council Recorder: Bernadette Fontenelle
Reviewed: MCO/Chair
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08-27-11_Council Representatives_Voting Roster

Department

Present

AMERICAN STUDIES
ANTHROPOLOGY
ARCHITECTURE
Representative
Julie Kidder
ART EDUCATION
ART HISTORY
Representative
Hillary Ellenshaw
ART STUDIO
BIOLOGY
BIOMEDICAL SCIENCE
BUSINESS
Representative
Saliha Qasemi
Representative
Amy Patterson
Representative
Japji Hundal
Representative
Grace Lerner
Representative
Alex Guinaraes
Representative
Teresa Mueller
Representative
Thomas Maguire
CHEMISTRY
CIVIL ENGINEERING
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Representative
Beth Birky
Representative
Heidi Nordstrom
Representative
Rachael Seward
Representative
Ashley Mortor Cueller
Representative
Christine Abassary
Representative
Michael Verilli
Representative
Lorena Saenz
COMMUNICATION & JOURNALISM
Representative
Stacy Overholt
COMMUNITY& REGIONAL PLANNING
Representative
Chelsea Chee
COMPUTER SCIENCE
Representative
Melanie
DENTAL HYGIENE
EARTH & PLANETARY SCIENCE
ECONOMICS
ENGINEERING: (except civil)
ENGLISH
FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE
GEOGRAPHY

Count
1 Total Reps
2 Total Reps
1 Total Reps
1/1
1 Total Reps
1 Total Reps
1/1
1 Total Reps
2 Total Reps
2 Total Reps
7 Total Reps
1/7
2/7
3/7
4/7
5/7
6/7
7/7
1 Total Reps
1 Total Reps
14 Total Reps
1/14
2/14
3/14
4/14
5/14
6/14
7/14
1 Total Reps
1/1
1 Total Reps
1/1
1 Total Reps
1/1
1 Total Reps
1 Total Reps
1 Total Reps
6 Total Reps
2 Total Reps
1 Total Reps
1 Total Reps

Department

Present

HISTORIC PRESERVATION
HISTORY
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES
LAW SCHOOL
Representative
Greg Ortiz
Representative
Shannon Crowley
Representative
Joseph Dworak
Alternate (Rank)
Sarah Coffey
LINGUISTICS
MATH & STATS
MEDICAL SCHOOL
Representative
David Medrano
Representative
Patrick
NANO SCIENCE AND MICROSYSTEMS
NURSING
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Representative
Jessica Sedillo-Salazar
PATHOLOGY
PHARMACY Doctoral
PHILOSOPHY
Representative
Corbin Casarez
PHYSICAL THERAPY
PHYSICIANS ASSISTANTS
PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY
Representative
Joe Landers
Representative
Lewis Chiang
POLITICAL SCIENCE
PSYCHOLOGY
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Representative
Theresa Rogers
Representative
Heather Berghmans
PUBLIC HEALTH
Representative
Tatiana Falcon-Rodriguez
SOCIOLOGY
SOCIOLOGY
SPANISH & PORTUGUESE
SPANISH & PORTUGUESE
Representative
Aaron Taylor
SPEECH & HEARING
THEATER & DANCE
WATER RESOURCES

Count
1 Total Reps
2 Total Reps
1 Total Reps
1 Total Reps
4 Total Reps
2/4
3/4
4/4
#2
1 Total Reps
1 Total Reps
4 Total Reps
1/4
2/4
1 Total Reps
2 Total Reps
1 Total Reps
1/1
1 Total Reps
4 Total Reps
1 Total Reps
1/1
1 Total Reps
1 Total Reps
2 Total Reps
1/2
2/2
1 Total Reps
1 Total Reps
3 Total Reps
1/3
2/3
1 Total Reps
1/1
1 Total Reps
1 Total Reps
1/1
1 Total Reps
1 Total Reps
1 Total Reps
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From: Anthony Rodriguez, College of Education
To:
Graduate & Professional Student Council
Re:
Appeal of Grants Committee Decision
I hereby appeal the decision of the Grants Chair of the GPSA. I am appealing to the legislative body. The
basis for my appeal is as follows:
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

All six reviewers as well as the Grants Chair have no expertise in the area of education,
particularly in the area of severe disabilities.
My application has been lost once, probably partially lost a second time, and now with my third
application it was overseen in an unfair manner.
The Vice president, Saliha Qasemi has displayed unprofessional and inappropriate actions
throughout process and has refused to recuse herself in the last hearing (I have also asked her
to do so in this second appeal).
The College of Education has the largest representation within GPSA, yet receives the lowest
number of grants each year.
The process that I have been subjected to is unconstitutional – Judges should remain impartial
to the process and the Judge and prosecution are not to be one in the same.
Appeals in our judicial system should not be seen by the same members who were involved in
prior court hearings (e.g. the Court of Appeals hears the Circuit Courts decisions in their area. In
my case, my appeal was heard by the same people who denied my application to begin with,
then denied my third application as well, which is to be expected with such a system)
The bylaws of an organization cannot be in direct opposition to the laws of our country

FAP‐11‐001

Council Grant Appeal

Page 1
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This proposal was derived from research at the Center for Self-Advocacy, in
Albuquerque, NM, where 15 adults with Developmental Disability engaged in a 6 week
study called “The Money Club”. It was a Design Experiment, focused on teaching
financial safety and avoidance of scams within their community, an urban setting. I used
algebra to teach and support the learning of these concepts and skills. The activities and
lessons were based on topics the participants mentioned as being barriers to their
independence and safety within the community. The findings of this study, grounded in
pre-post interviews and over 24 hours of classroom instruction (100 hours of tape) are as
follows: (a) adults with developmental disability are victimized by members of the
community at much higher rates than the rest of the population due to lack of
understanding of financial matters (b) Adults with developmental disability learned
algebra (c) The applied algebra supported the participants understanding of financial
matters directly related to daily living (d) The participants developed a disposition of
empowerment by the knowledge of the way individuals and businesses victimize people
in their community, so they can avoid these situations in the future.
The participants in The Money Club, reported that they have spent a large portion
of their lives losing their money in local and national scams similar to those found in
Broke, USA (Rivlin, 2010). Pawn shops, check cashing stores, loan sharks, ATM’s,
casinos, friends, parents, and even the state fair carnies have all taken these participants
for thousands of dollars. Many are still on the hook for debts at outrageous rates, rates
that their fixed incomes cannot afford.
Using applied algebra, the participants learned how to spot scams before they sign
any promissory notes. They learned about Ponzi styled schemes, compounding interest
rates and fees, smart shopping, advocacy sites, and why to never step foot in a money
store or pawn shop. Peer models emerged within the classroom, which also have
developmental disability, and began to lead groups in the lessons. The significance of
peers with disability leading peers will also be discussed. Many participants in preinterviews were either afraid of or disinterested in algebra; however by the end of the
study many actively solved basic algebra problems applied to scams and finance.
Finally, a disposition of empowerment and confidence developed within many of
the participants. They actively participated and attempted problems that were outside of
their comfort zone, struggled with them, and eventually with support solved them. They
could use the tools of math to spot scams quickly and avoid them in the future. Many left
the class feeling like empowered consumers ready to take on the world.
This proposal will discuss the lessons used to teach financial concepts, the
concrete supports, and peer-models. I will also use vignettes from the study to further
describe the impact “The Money Club” had and ways in which other advocacy groups
can teach financial matters in the future.
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Research Costs

The Money Club

Anthony Rodriguez

Equipment
Maxell 60 min microcassettes

35.96

Dry Erase Markers/White out/Pens

29.50

Head Phones/AAA batteries/ Nylon Rope

34.17

Copying diplomas/ Laminations

32.50

Sony ICD‐px820 recorder

96.99

Supplies
Food (used for math modeling and snacks for participants
End of study meal

101.00
66.85

Travel
Mileage to work site
[1710 Ellison NW to 2340 Menaul NE (23 miles roundtrip)]

110.40

414 miles total/15 mpg x $4.00 gal = 110.4
___________________________________________________________________
Total

507.37
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APPROPRIATION REQUEST
Allocation from General Fund to Council Budget for Committee Chair Stipends
Submitted by: Corbin Casarez, Council Representative
Purpose:
Last year during budget determination, line items were created under the Council Budget in anticipation for new
Legislative Committee Chairs (Steering and Finance), but they were set at $0. We were waiting for the Board of
Regents to approve the new Constitution, which they did in August, to become effective on September 24, 2011
(at the regularly scheduled September Council meeting).
Request:
$1400, distributed as follows:
•
•

Legislative Finance Committee Chair Stipend, $700 ($300 fall, $400 spring)
Legislative Steering Committee Chair Stipend, $700 ($300 fall, $400 spring)

Comments:
This is an appropriation rather than a budget revision, as I had originally understood, because the money has to
be moved from the General Fund to another account, specifically, the Council Fund. Still, this was an anticipated
change—it was the intent of last year's Council to provide stipends for these chairs equivalent to the Executive
Committee Chairs. Since the Legislative Chairs did not have to work in preparation for the September meeting, or
one‐fourth (¼) of the Fall Semester, the fall stipend has been reduced in this request.

FA‐11‐004

Council Appropriation

Page 1
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UNM Interdisciplinary Degree Programs Strategic Planning
GPSA Executive Board
WHEREAS the UNM student body is a diverse group with different perspectives and strengths and could benefit
from working together;
WHEREAS collaboration among students and faculty from different departments will result in a more effective
and prosperous community;
WHEREAS numerous Universities have begun to adopt a model of Interdisciplinary degree programs (e.g.
University of Colorado – Boulder, University of Texas – Austin, University of Washington, University of Iowa,
Stanford, GA Tech, Virginia Tech, Texas A&M);
WHEREAS the development of Interdisciplinary degree programs at UNM is an unfamiliar and evolving process.
Intercollegiate programs are not easy “fits” within the existing college/department structure of the institution
i.e. administrative responsibility, costs, and space for collaboration;
WHEREAS a collaborative, interdisciplinary graduate education must be an institutional priority in order to meet
societal needs, prospective student interests and demand, and ensure that UNM remains competitive in
securing extramural research funding in the future;
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that GPSA recommends that the Provost should make it a priority of the Academic
Strategic Plan to focus on interdisciplinary degree programs including planning for program development,
growth, and funding/support (including I&G money) for such programs; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that GPSA recommends the Faculty Senate begin planning for cooperative inclusion
and financial support of Interdisciplinary degree programs into colleges; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the GPSA recommends that the Presidential Search Committee make it a priority
to find a President in support of Interdisciplinary degree programs; and
BE IT FINALLY RESOLVED that a copy of this final document be given to the Provost, Faculty Senate, and the
Presidential Search Committee.

FR‐11‐005

Council Resolution

Page 1
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Resolution : Graduate Student Representation
Sponsored by Japji Hundal
WHEREAS the Graduate Professional Students Association (GPSA) is the representative body of the graduate and
professional students at UNM; and
WHEREAS the GPSA president is the elected head of the graduate and professional students at UNM; and
WHEREAS the GPSA council is the representative body of the respective departments of graduate & professional students
at UNM; and
WHEREAS the GPSA council chair is the representative elected head of the GPSA council at UNM; and
WHEREAS there exists an elected government at the Executive branch of GPSA; and
WHEREAS there exists an elected government at the Legislative branch of GPSA; and
WHEREAS the GPSA appoints Graduate and Professional students to represent the GPSA on GPSA and university‐wide
committees; and
WHEREAS these appointments represent the voice of the graduate students appointed by the duly elected heads; and
WHEREAS GPSA desires to foster student democracy; and
WHEREAS recognizing these appointments by GPSA keeps alive the spirit of democracy and gives recognition to the
elected graduate government; and
WHEREAS these appointments advocate for graduate student voice and concerns and represent the graduate student;
and
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the GPSA council urges that the graduate voice at the University of New Mexico
be preserved; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that all university‐wide committee graduate student appointments receive referrals from and
be approved by the duly elected GPSA, which is the representative body for the graduate students, by the graduate
students; and
BE IT FUTHER RESOLVED that any university‐wide committee appointments not made by the GPSA of graduate or
professional students to positions shall not be referred to as graduate or professional student representatives; and
BE IT ULTIMATELY RESOLVED THAT a copy of this resolution be sent to President of UNM Dr. David J. Schmidly, Vice
President of Student Affairs, Dr. Eliseo Torres, Interim Provost Chaouki Abdallah, GPSA President Katie Richardson, GPSA
Council Chair Megan O'Laughlin.

FR‐11‐006

Council Resolution

Page 1
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MEMORANDUM
Date: September 15, 2011
From: Katie Richardson, GPSA President
To: GPSA Council
Subject: Council approval of website advocacy papers
GPSA strives to identify, promote, and advocate for interests and concerns that are important to the welfare and
academic development of graduate and professional students at UNM. These issues change from year‐to‐year as the
campus grows, although some concerns, such as the affordability of education and the availability of jobs, are constant.
Members of the executive branch as well as GPSA representatives on campus‐wide committees advocate for graduate
and professional students every day on campus. This advocacy takes place in hallways and elevators, at the end of
classes, with the media, over coffee and in official meetings.
With this advocacy, however, comes an institutional responsibility. GPSA membership deserves to know the nature of the
advocacy work being done on their behalf. Furthermore, the work of GPSA representatives around campus can be aided
by making sure that accurate information about GPSA's stance on important issues is easily accessible on the web.
The creation of the new GPSA website gives us the opportunity to create an “Advocacy” tab that can provide both
transparency and education to GPSA membership and the UNM and wider community.
I ask that GPSA Council affirm:
• The creation of an Advocacy section of the website, to include the following sections and initial papers, attached
and approved by the Executive Board at its 9/13 meeting.

•

▪

Academic Mission vs. Entertainment

▪

Graduate Students as Employees

▪

Funding Formula

▪

Lottery Scholarship

▪

International Students

▪

Research Funding

▪

Student Dispute Resolution Services

▪

Student Fees

▪

Subsidized Student Loans

▪

Tuition Waivers

▪ Undocumented Student Funding
The ability of the executive branch to update these subjects and papers as the advocacy efforts are fruitful,
circumstances or the needs of the GPSA community change.

To be clear, the advocacy issues listed here are separate from, but pursued in conjunction with, this year's GPSA lobbying
committee efforts. This committee will determine a platform after conducting an on‐campus survey of graduate
students. That platform will be specific to issues that may come before the New Mexico state legislature in this year's
regular session. In contrast, the new section of the website will highlight issues of concern that can be addressed
immediately either on campus, in the wider community or at a state or national level. When the Lobby Committee
platform is prepared those issues will augment the new advocacy web space.
FR‐11‐007

Resolution

Page 1
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Academic Mission vs. Entertainment
In the 2010-2011 school year, the UNM athletics department carried a $629,000 deficit, Popejoy
burdened the university at $2.68 million and the championship golf course was $4.6 million in
the hole. These are the programs the university is willing to subsidize, even though all of these
programs could become self-sustaining with the appropriate business model. Meanwhile, we
have an unfinished biology building, the bond that was to fund a new chemistry building failed
to pass and a new physics building with low-vibration environments is a distant dream. Still, the
Pit renovation, at $60 million, is complete, a new baseball stadium is proposed and new oncampus student housing as well. It is unconscionable that the university is investing in capital
expenditures that are not in line with our academic mission.
Indeed, we have seen the way that the university has cut GA/TA jobs, offers fewer classes, and
placed a pause and hold on faculty hires. Meanwhile, UNM remains top-heavy, with the number
of senior administrators more than doubling since 2000. The current budget priorities has led to a
44 percent six-year graduation rate.
And yet, graduate and professional students are attracted to this university to conduct world class
research and earn a high quality degree. GPSA is collaborating with faculty and staff
representatives to communicate to the administration the importance of preserving and
enhancing the academic mission of the university. The hard work of students should be rewarded
with the quality of a UNM degree. This quality can only be preserved by making sure that we
invest resources in world-class faculty whose teaching and research makes the name of this
university. Basketball games, Popejoy events, golf outings, and other luxuries will never add the
same value to UNM.
Students are holding the administration accountable for how university funds are spent. In the
current economic climate, with decreasing federal grants and state funding, we have three ways
to make a balanced budget. We can increase tuition, which decreases the accessibility of
education to first-generation and other at-risk populations; we can increase private fund-raising
initiatives, which may be difficult when UNM is caught misspending money on luxuries and
entertainment; finally, we can cut costs by choosing to support that which is essential to UNM’s
identity as a majority minority-serving, research university.
It is not just the university budget that needs to focus on the academic mission. GPSA calls for
student fees to reflect the priorities of students as well. Fees should be spent on programs that
support the recruitment, retention, academic success and well-being of students.
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New Mexico Higher Education Funding Formula Task Force
In 2010, the New Mexico Legislature created the Higher Education Funding Formula Task
Force. The purpose of the Task Force is to develop a new higher education funding formula. The
new formula is to be presented back to the Legislature by October 15, 2011. The Task Force
includes representatives from higher education institutions around the state, legislators, and other
stakeholders. The Task Force initiative began with the goal of answering the New Mexico
Legislative Finance Committee’s analysis and recommendations to move toward incentivizing
improved institution performance.
The funding formula is similar to a math equation in which the state is adding, deducting, and
multiplying several funding factors to deduce the amount of state appropriations a New Mexico
public higher education institution should receive. The Task Force has agreed on an initial
framework for the formula, which includes changing funding from an enrollment-based to an
outputs-based formula, often called a “base-plus” formula. The “base” will be what was
appropriated to the specific institution in FY2012 and the “plus” will be additional funding to the
institution that could include exceptional performance, unique programs at the institution, and
the success of graduates in the workforce.
A new component to the formula, which would be reflected in the “plus,” is geared toward
funding institutions by their completion and workforce outcomes. This means that institutions
could receive increased funding by students completing programs and entering the state
workforce. This new formula seeks to reduce funding for the emphasis on initial student credit
hours enrollment. It also aims to eliminate current line–item entries and integrate them into the
“base” amount. Some of these line-item entries include student-services, equipment renewal and
replacement, and building renovation and replacement.1 Instead, these services would be
provided by higher ed institutions at their individual discretion, rather than being mandated by
the state.
Finally, the tuition credit, a tax on students that the state takes from the tuition charged by the
university, may be removed in the new formula. GPSA advocates for investing tuition dollars on
campus and ensuring that the university can determine the cost of higher education.
The main concern for UNM graduate and professional students should be how the new funding
formula will reflect the mission of UNM as a research institution.

1

Governor Martinez’s recent moratorium on new higher education construction projects reflects the building and facilities component from
the old funding formula. There is an element, albeit small, that funds institutions based on their square footage.
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Graduate Students as Employees
In Fall 2010 UNM employed 1,679 graduate students, out of an enrollment of roughly 6,000, in
various “assistantships”: graduate assistants (GAs), research assistants (RAs), project assistants
(PAs), and teaching assistants (TAs). These are enrolled students, making progress toward a
master’s or doctoral degree, who are compensated for work they perform for the university.
In September 2010 the Provost reported to the Board of Regents that teaching assistants teach 25
percent of all lower-division undergraduate courses at UNM (20 percent of all undergraduate
classes). Grading assistants support an additional 15 percent of all undergraduate courses. These
figures do not include courses taught by part-time instructors, one-third of whom are graduate
assistants. In all, then, it is estimated that nearly 40 percent of all undergraduate courses at UNM
are either taught or supported by graduate assistants. Project and research assistants likewise
provide essential labor and services to faculty and organizations within UNM.
The state of New Mexico already treats graduate assistants as employees, in a number of
respects: graduate employees sign IRS W-2 forms, for example, and their stipends are taxed at
both the state and the federal level as employee wages. Similarly, aspects of UNM’s treatment
and utilization of graduate assistants evidence a full-fledged employer/employee relationship.
Most recently, as of Fall 2011 the university has mandated that teaching assistants complete four
online training courses required for UNM faculty and staff.
Graduate assistants are still formally classified as student employees, and the research, academic,
and pedagogical services they provide the university are considered “job training.” As students
they remain exempt from FICA taxes that UNM would otherwise have to pay as a result of
employing them, and they remain eligible for student health insurance. However, student status
for FICA purposes is not compromised by formal recognition as a graduate employee, and the
university systems of numerous states (e.g. Illinois, Pennsylvania, Oregon) recognize their
graduate assistants as employees while still providing them the opportunity for student health
insurance.
Benefits, from tuition remission to health-care coverage, are variable for graduate assistants and
are not accorded to all. Graduate assistants have no formal representation or normalized
grievance procedure; in Fall 2010, 40 assistantships were slated to be cut with zero input from
graduate assistants. There is no mechanism to negotiate hours of work, to ensure equity in the
awarding of assistantships, or to protect academic freedom.
Granting graduate assistants at UNM full employee status, especially in light of their invaluable
contribution to the mission of the university, will have positive consequences: it will improve the
classroom environment, raise the quality of research conducted, and increase the number of
external grants for which UNM is eligible. It will also enable graduate assistants to show proof
of employment for purposes such as applying for mortgage loans, as well as to experience better
morale as they pursue their degrees.
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International Students
Over 500 international graduate students enrolled at UNM during the 2010 – 2011 academic
year. International students add to the diversity of UNM and enrich the campus by helping their
peers to better understand foreign cultures and exposing them to the world outside the USA.
Among the major concerns facing the international student body are the high cost of tuition and
the ever increasing out-of-state tuition credit. International students, once enrolled, can never get
in-state tuition, and therefore for the entire duration of their degree programs have to pay the outof-state tuition rate.
With limited resources, including funding for assistantships, it is difficult for international
students to sustain their studies here at UNM. International students are also burdened with
maintaining the right immigration status. With the budget cuts affecting various departments
including the Office of International Programs, international students have inadequate access to
international advisors and other resources specific to their needs.
International students contribute immensely to education. They serve as a “bridge” between
countries and cultures. Many times two countries may not have good diplomatic relationships;
people of different religious faiths may not understand one another; people speaking different
languages may not be able to communicate. However with a rich and diverse pool of students,
these conversations can take place at the university level. International students create crosscultural understanding when students work together on a project, meet each other in a dorm,
conduct research, or study for a class together. These different languages, customs, traditions,
political relationships and religious beliefs are bridged through educational endeavors. Through
this channel we can create a platform in our world to bring about a positive impact in society.
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NM Legislative Lottery Scholarship
The Legislative Lottery Scholarship continues to be one of the most successful scholarship
incentives for students to enroll in a New Mexico public college or university directly out of high
school. Since its inception in 1996, more than 68,000 students have been awarded $283 million
for education.
The scholarships pay for tuition, but students still have other college expenses, such as books,
fees and housing. To qualify for a scholarship, New Mexico students must enroll in a public
college or university in the state the semester after their high school graduation, attend full time
and maintain a 2.5 point grade-point average.
About 19,700 students, or 26 percent of full-time undergraduates attending New Mexico's twoyear and four-year colleges, are receiving a lottery scholarship. Students on the Legislative
Lottery Scholarship have an average graduation rate of 60 percent, compared to an overall
graduation rate of 42 percent for all students completing a bachelor’s degree within six years.
The program faces a financial squeeze because costs are growing faster than lottery revenues,
which are down from last year. Tuition increases averaged almost 40 percent at four-year
institutions and 13 percent at two-year schools from 2008-09 to the 2010-11 academic year. The
scholarship fund could be depleted by 2014 if nothing is done in the Legislature this session and
tuition rates continue to rise sharply, according to the latest state projections.
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Graduate Student Research Funding
UNM brings in $260 million in federal contracts and grants each year (FY10 UNM Audit
Report, pg 19). These research dollars are key to the university's financial solvency, and yet there
are many instances where we are limiting our ability to do research in order to save money, such
as the threat in January 2011 to the Latin American & Iberian Institute (LAII), a star program at
UNM that brings in $3.3 million in grants.
Imagine a UNM where, instead of spending money on administration with six-figure salaries, we
hired Nobel Laureates. Their salaries are comparable, but the Nobel Laureates bring in research
dollars and top graduate scholars. Top-notch faculty are the single best investment that can be
made to raise the quality of everyone’s UNM degree and attract students to UNM.
Here are some on-going campus efforts to support GPSA member research.
• GPSA is collaborating with faculty and staff to communicate the importance of
preserving and enhancing research at UNM.
• The Office of the Vice President of Research has committed to working together with
GPSA and Faculty Research Support Officers on campus to increase the number of
Research Assistantships (RAs) requested by Principle Investigators (PIs) on out-of-state
grants in the coming year.
• The UNM Foundation has committed to helping GPSA seek alumni support for the three
quasi-endowments that help fund GRD ($3,000-$5,000 grants for research), SRAC ($500
grants for research and conference presentation travel) and ST ($500 grants for
professional travel).
• GPSA disperses $130,000 of grants to support student research and travel through the
GRD, SRAC and ST processes. Grants are awarded through a GPSA member peerreview process.
• The Graduate Student Funding Initiative (GSFI) is working hard to connect graduate
students with the skills to successfully seek grants and serve as Principle Investigators.
• The Graduate Resource Center (GRC) and GPSA will host the first-annual graduate
student research day in the spring.
• The state funding formula, which determines how much money UNM receives from the
state, is being reworked by the Higher Education Department. GPSA advocates that it
reward the success of New Mexico research universities as measured by the number of
students employed on out-of-state grant monies.
• GPSA leadership advocates for more partnerships with national labs and for the
university to find permanent funding for interdisciplinary programs, such as Nanoscience
and Microsystems. These research endeavors yield out-of-the-box thinking and prepare
students and New Mexico for our future economy.

The purpose of a university is the creation and dissemination of knowledge: to educate and
research. This comprises the core academic mission of UNM.
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Graduate Student Dispute Resolution Services
Graduate and professional students who work as teaching assistants, research assistants, project
assistants or graduate assistants occupy an unusual space within UNM’s infrastructure. If a workrelated dispute arises, the normal employee-employer dynamic is complicated by the fact that
graduate/etc. assistants work for people who give them grades, who have a potentially major role
in determining the trajectories of their academic and professional careers. Alternatively, if an
academic dispute arises, students may be unsure of how to approach dispute resolution with their
employers.
Not much can be done to make this built-in tension between grad/professional student roles go
away -- and there are even ways in which the uniqueness of these student employees is an asset - but what can be improved is the ease with which graduate students can learn about and move
through mediation processes or institutionally supported alternatives.
There is a history of graduate and professional students approaching UNM’s ombudspersons for
faculty and staff to ask for help with these issues. UNM’s ombuds offices have always been able
and willing to offer some advice and logistical aid, but student-coordinated ombuds efforts -- like
a GPSA ad hoc committee a few years ago -- have a tendency to fizzle out when the students
behind them graduate or otherwise move on. On the recommendation of UNM’s ombudspersons,
GPSA investigated establishing an assistantship to anchor a permanent student ombuds office.
The Office of Graduate Studies has generously agreed to provide both funding and office space
for a 10-hour (0.25 FTE) Project Assistant who will serve as a student ombudsperson. This PA
will work with OGS and GPSA's new Student Support & Advocacy Committee to guide
graduate and professional students to the right avenues and resources for dispute resolution and
inform them of university policies and procedures that might help address their concerns. The
PA will also help coordinate a team of trained student mediators.
As of August 2011, a job call for the PA-ship is being reviewed for distribution to the graduate
and professional student body. In addition, the UNM faculty ombuds office has provided GPSA
two slots in the next round of conflict mediation training. The training is over 30 hours, a value
of several hundred dollars, and is being provided to two students for free.
OGS hopes to hire an ombudsperson in the fall semester and have the student ombuds service
pilot program in place by the spring 2012 semester.
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Student Fees
Student activity fees at UNM generate approximately $11 million each year. This money is
distributed through the Student Fee Review Board (SFRB). Currently, the SFRB consists of
seven voting members: four undergraduate students and three graduate students. The student
activity fee process is governed by University Business Policies and Procedures 1310. This
policy outlines two types of funding available to organizations. Groups funded through
“recurring status” cannot have their funding decreased or eliminated without being put on
probation. Once a group is put on probation, the SFRB may decrease the organizations funding
by up to 5 percent the first year, 35 percent the second year, and 100 percent the third year.
Groups that receive “non-recurring” funding status are not guaranteed any amount of funding
through the process.
In 2010 the administration created a task force to review this policy and make recommendations.
Recommendations include eliminating the recurring and non-recurring funding designations.
GPSA believes this is a positive change. Many organizations designated as non-recurring have
been on campus for years without having their status changed. For example, El Centro de La
Raza has been receiving non-recurring funds since 1969: it’s the same age as GPSA.
The recommendations also proposed a change to the representation on the SFRB. GPSA is
dedicated to keeping graduate representation on the SFRB. The proposed change has been tabled
due to student objections. GPSA is currently working with ASUNM to keep fair graduate
representation on the SFRB. It is important to remember that graduate students contribute over
$2.5 million to this process and deserve to have adequate representation on the SFRB. Currently,
graduate students represent 42% of the SFRB. The majority of the board, the four undergraduate
students voted as a block to allocate 89 percent of the funding in the last two years without
needing graduate assistance. GPSA will continue to work for graduate students to be adequately
represented on this board.
Since 2003, fees have increased 110 percent. This includes facility fees to pay for the 2005 and
2007 bonds to support the construction of new campus buildings. Increasingly fees are being
used to support campus facilities that should be part of the academic mission and state support
for the university, such as increased requests from Information Technologies and Libraries.
These are essential programs that may be better funded through Instruction and General (state)
funding.
It is essential that GPSA continues to work to support the student voice in fee allocation. As
budgetary pressures, such as the change to Recreational Services as a 27 percent auxiliary, place
pressure on budgets, students have the right to prioritize how they want to see their money spent.
GPSA always focuses on funding first those programs that aid in the recruitment, retention,
academic success and well-being of students.
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The Loss of Subsidized Loans
The Budget Control Act of 2011, approved by Congress on August 2, 2011, included the
termination of Federal Direct loans and incentive programs where the US government directly
targeted graduate and professional students. Especially hard hit are low-income and nontraditional students at risk of completing an advanced degree due to financial hardship.
Purpose of Stafford Direct Loans:
Federal Stafford loans are fixed-rate student loans for need-based undergraduate and
graduate students attending college at least half-time. Stafford loans are the most common
and one of the lowest-cost ways to pay for school.
Subsidized Stafford Loans are based on financial need; they do not accrue interest before
repayment or during periods of deferment. Unsubsidized Stafford loans are NOT based on
financial need; interest is charged from the time the loan is disbursed, to the time the loan is
repaid in full.
The Budget Control Act:
• Makes graduate or professional students ineligible to receive Federal Direct Stafford
loans after July 1, 2012.
• Limits the maximum annual amount of Federal Direct Unsubsidized Stafford loans such a
student may borrow in any academic year or its equivalent.
• Prohibits authorization of any repayment incentive to encourage on-time repayment of a
loan for which the first disbursement of principal is made on or after July 1, 2012;
including any reduction in the interest or origination fee rate paid by the borrower.
UNM graduate and professional students took out over $20 million dollars in subsidized loans in
the 2010-2011 academic year alone. For the 2,782 graduate students, the average loan size is
about $7,000. Over the course of four years, a student receiving annual loans at a 6.9% quarterly
interest rate will owe $5,000 more than the student would have if the loan had been subsidized
with interest deferred. In this economic climate, these students may not be able to pay off this
loan immediately upon graduation, in which case the cost of receiving a UNM degree is now
even higher. Effectively, the federal government has “raised tuition” on 2,782 GPSA members.
This additional economic burden will have a severe impact on graduate and professional student
life. GPSA is very concerned about the effect this will have on the ability of many GPSA
members to continue to afford higher education. Furthermore, the loss of these students on
campus affects us all by lessening the diversity of the academic dialogue. GPSA is calling on
UNM and private fundraising to provide more assistantships and scholarships for graduate
students to make up for this loss. We are working in partnership with the Provost’s office, the
Office of the Vice President of Research, Faculty Senate and Staff Council and UNM
Foundation to find creative solutions to ensure that UNM continues to provide economic access
to higher degrees.
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Tuition Waivers
Tuition waivers are one of the ways that departments can attract out-of-state and international
graduate students to UNM. The state supports attracting the best students to UNM by waiving
out-of-state tuition for the students until they can achieve residency. For U.S. citizens, this takes
a year.
The state government’s Legislative Finance Committee has asked that the New Mexico Higher
Education Department revise the funding formula that determines how much money the state
sends to each higher education institution. The state supports tuition waivers as part of that
funding formula. It is possible that the revised formula will no longer support tuition waivers and
other specific costs to running a university directly. Instead, the individual institutions will make
funding priority decisions about how best to recruit students after being funded according to a
more general formula.
GPSA supports the continued use of tuition waivers to recruit the brightest students from across
the country and world. The presence of these students in turn helps departments attract the best
faculty. Overall, this creates a tremendous opportunity for New Mexico industry to employ
UNM alumni and bolster our state economy. Whether funded by the state directly or by the
university, tuition waivers are essential to UNM’s stature as a research university.
More information coming soon!
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Undocumented Student Funding
Undocumented students at the University of New Mexico are citizens of other countries who live
in New Mexico, but are unable to work or receive federal funding for their studies because of
their legal status in this country. The state of New Mexico has been a great ally for these students
by granting Senate Bill 582 in 2005. SB582 states that undocumented students can attend any
New Mexico college or university and pay in-state tuition. The bill also grants these students
four years of Lottery Scholarship funding during their undergraduate studies.
However, as undocumented students approach a graduate level of education, educational funding
becomes extremely difficult and in some cases even impossible to secure. It is very difficult for
students to be granted general, federal and sometimes private scholarships. These students
heavily rely on private organizations that are well aware of this issue and fund students without
asking for their legal status on scholarship applications. A large number of outstanding students
are ending their college education at a bachelor’s degree level because they simply cannot afford
graduate school, because of the lack of available scholarships and funding, and because they
cannot get a job even after they graduate to save up to continue their education.
In a climate where UNM has employed a budgetary strategy to increase all enrollment, we
cannot afford to deny students and families willing to pay for a UNM degree. Furthermore,
graduate credit hours are rewarded by state funding at three times the rate of undergraduate
credit hours. UNM has already invested in recruiting more graduate students to help pay the
bills. Undocumented graduate students should be part of the plan to share the cost of a college
education among as many students as possible. This will help keep both state and family costs
for college as low as possible.
Finally, the DREAM Act, (Development, Relief and Education for Alien Minors) is a piece of
legislation that will allow legalization to undocumented students by granting conditional
residency status to undocumented students who crossed the border illegally at a young age and
remained in the United States. To qualify for this status under the law, residents would have to
have arrived before they were 16, lived in the United States for at least five years, and received a
high school diploma or a G.E.D. certificate, and they must be under 35 when the bill is passed.
GPSA supports undocumented students and the DREAM Act. To many undocumented students,
the DREAM Act is the only possible path to citizenship. Funding for undocumented students
should be available to graduate students because it benefits and strengthens New Mexico. These
students have a potential of being productive assets to our community and state if given an
opportunity to do so.
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FINANCE CODE
The Executive Finance Committee (EFC) shall be responsible administering the GPSA budget
and all appropriations passed into law. The EFC may be given any additional responsibilities as
deemed necessary by the President so long as not to conflict with the GPSA Constitution, and
Bylaws. The Legislative Finance Committee shall be responsible for overseeing the allocation of
GPSA funds from the General Fund to chartered student organizations, GPSA government, and
other eligible entities under the Constitution and Bylaws. All funding allocations from the
GPSA General Fund must be passed by the GPSA Council and approved by the President.
Section 1. Committees

I.

II.

Executive Finance Committee (EFC)
A.
The committee membership shall follow conditions set forth under the Executive
Code.
B.
As an extension of the Executive Branch, the EFC shall serve in an administrative
capacity to enact financial legislation passed as GPSA law and will ensure and
facilitate proper financial distribution and budget compliance for those entities
which receive GPSA funding both directly and indirectly from the GPSA General
Fund.
C.
Once funding allocation legislation is passed as GPSA law the Executive Finance
Committee shall administer the funds’ distribution and regulation.
D.
The EFC shall meet as determined by the President and EFC Chair.
E.
Emergency meetings may be called at the discretion of the EFC Chair.
Legislative Finance Committee (LFC)
A.
The committee membership shall follow conditions set forth under the Legislative
Code.
B.
As an extension of the Legislative Branch, the LFC shall serve as an oversight
body for GPSA financial allocations from the General Fund.
C.
The Legislative Finance Committee shall oversee the legislative process of
financial review and allocation, including the examination and review of funding
requests.
D.
The LFC shall meet monthly after the first regularly scheduled Council Meeting
of the Fall Semester until the end of the Spring Semester; an exception may be
made for the month of December, where the Council Chair and LFC Chair may
decide to not have an LFC meeting due to time restrictions.
E.
Emergency meetings may be called at the discretion of the LFC Chair, Council
Chair, or by vote of the Council.
Section 2. GPSA General Fund
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I.

II.

GPSA General Fund
A.
All unallocated funding shall remain in the General Fund. All funds distributed
through appropriations and through the budget process, excluding funds allocated
through GPSA grants processes, shall revert back to the General Fund at the end
of the fiscal year unless otherwise stipulated by GPSA law.
B.
Self-generated funds within the Executive office or Executive Standing
Committees shall be placed into the respective general operating fund line item or
into another line item as designated by the respective committee chair or
President.
Eligibility and Restrictions
A.
Allocations from the General Fund shall only be used to fund chartered student
organizations, branches of the GPSA government, and applicable service entities
as dictated by the GPSA Constitution.
1.
The GPSA grant allocations are appropriated through the grants
committees and not restricted by this stipulation.
2.
GPSA Executive Committees may be allocated funding that can be further
distributed to students, chartered student organizations, or other groups
without stipulation from this Finance Code.
B.
All allocations must be spent through an account with the Student Government
Accounting Office (SGAO).
C.
GPSA shall base all funding considerations on the merits of the application and
no request shall be entitled or disfavored based on any biases.
D.
In addition to spending mandated by the GPSA’s Constitution;
1.
No less than five-thousand dollars ($5,000) shall be allocated to the
Student Research Allocation Committee Endowment Fund.
2.
Not more than ten percent (10%) of the total GPSA budget shall be
allocated to all GPSA standing committees.
a)
This shall not include the percentage of the budget allocated to the
grants committees which, as mandated by the Constitution, is
excluded from this restriction.
Section 3. Annual Budget

I.

Annual Budget
A.
The Executive Finance Committee shall administer the adopted GPSA annual
budget in accordance with GPSA law and any stipulations dictated within the
budget.
1.
As administrators of the budget the EFC should facilitate communication
between entities which received funding with efforts to assist in the
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B.

C.
D.
E.

II.

disbursement and expenditure of GPSA funds in accordance with GPSA
law and applicable stipulations under the respective allocation.
The Legislative Finance Committee and the Council shall have direct oversight of
all monies disbursed through GPSA in the annual budget process by overseeing
the allocation process and the annual budget hearings.
All budgets will be based upon projected anticipated revenue for the upcoming
fiscal year.
The GPSA annual budget process is only applicable to chartered student
organizations, UNM service entities, and the branches of the GPSA government.
All funds distributed through the budget process and not used by the end of the
fiscal year in which they were allocated for shall revert to the GPSA General
Fund unless otherwise stipulated by GPSA law or direction by the Council.

Annual Budget Process
A.
Purpose and Authority
1.
The GPSA budget process streamlines the allocation of GPSA fees to
organizations that serve and benefit the graduate and professional student
body of the University of New Mexico.
2.
The budget process is overseen by the Council and Legislative Finance
Committee, passed by the Council, and approved by the GPSA President
with the final budget administered by the Executive Finance Committee.
3.
The Legislative Finance Committee shall create and follow a budget
process in accordance with the GPSA Constitution and Bylaws and will,
with the consent of Council, have authority to modify such procedure in so
far as not violating GPSA law.
4.
The Executive Finance Committee shall administer the budget under the
direction of the President so long as not to conflict with any GPSA law or
stipulation(s) within the budget.
B.
Timeline
1.
By the end of the first full week of the Spring Semester the Legislative
Finance Committee, with consultation of the Executive Finance
Committee, shall have decided upon the timeline and procedures of the
annual budget process (i.e. workshops, deadlines, hearing dates, and
hearing format). The Legislative Finance Committee Chair shall
coordinate with the Executive Finance Committee Chair to ensure that the
concerns and requests of the Executive Branch are addressed in the
application and budget process. All relevant information shall be
available through the GPSA office.
2.
Budget workshops are to be held before the end of the fourth (4th) full
week of the Spring Semester.
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Budgets applications must be submitted to the GPSA office no later than
5:00 p.m. on the fifth (5th) Friday of the Spring Semester.
4.
The Executive Finance Committee should formulate a budget
recommendation based off of the current fiscal year expenditures and
GPSA funding priorities within the Executive Branch to submit to the
Legislative Finance Committee.
a)
The EFC should aim to provide a broad perspective on both the
current and proposed budget cycle so that the LFC is given a point
of view different than that gained through the individual hearings
conducted in the annual budget process.
5.
The Legislative Finance Committee shall present a final and balanced
budget to Council by the March GPSA Council Meeting.
6.
The Council shall pass a GPSA budget, and the GPSA President shall
approve a budget passed by Council.
7.
A finalized budget must be passed as law by the first Friday in April.
8.
If the Council presents a budget to the President and the President fails to
act within seven (7) days of the budget being passed by Council, the
budget will automatically become law.
Annual Budget Workshops
1.
A minimum of two (2) GPSA budget workshops will be held during the
Spring Semester; the LFC Chair shall be responsible for the workshops.
2.
The budget workshops will be advertised in the Daily Lobo, GPSA
website, GPSA listserv, and other appropriate notification at least two (2)
days before the first workshop of the spring semester.
3.
GPSA annual budget applications will be available and presented at each
workshop by the Legislative or Executive Finance Chair or their designee
with the guidance of the SGAO office. Budget packets will provide all
necessary procedures and information, including the budget hearings
schedule, for a group to follow to submit a complete budget application.
4.
All organizations, groups, or other entities requesting funding through the
budget process must attend a GPSA budget workshop during the semester
in which the group applies for funding.
a)
Failure to attend a budget workshop may result in ineligibility for
consideration for funding in the current budget process.
b)
At least one of the representatives attending the budget workshop
must be a graduate or professional student of the group submitting
a budget request.
Applications
1.
All groups requesting funding through the budget process must submit a
budget application.
3.

C.

D.
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All applications must adhere to the SGAO guidelines and standing rules
set forth by the Legislative Finance Committee and published within the
budget packet.
3.
The Legislative Finance Committee, in conjunction with the GPSA office
and consultation of the Executive Finance Committee, shall determine the
acceptable method of submitting budget applications. This method shall
be clearly defined in the budget packet.
Budget Hearings
1.
The Legislative Finance Committee shall, in consultation with the Council
Chair and Executive Finance Committee, determine the times and
locations of the budget hearings. This information shall be posted in the
GPSA office, SGAO office, and any other locations deemed necessary by
the Legislative and Executive Finance Chairs and in accordance with the
GPSA Public Notice Requirements.
2.
All groups that submitted a completed budget application shall be
contacted within one (1) week from the application deadline with
notification of the hearing schedule. The Legislative Finance Chair may
attempt to accommodate requests for hearing times and changes to the
hearing schedule, but it is ultimately each group’s responsibility to attend
a hearing at their scheduled time.
3.
Each group at their respective hearing time will have an allotted speaking
time to present their budget request. The Legislative Finance Committee
will then have the opportunity to ask questions to the group and to review
the request. The process and procedure of budget presentations will be
included in the budget packet.
4.
At least one (1) GPSA member must be in attendance at the hearing on
behalf of the organization requesting funding.
5.
Failure to attend a scheduled budget hearing will result in a penalty
limiting the request to a maximum of seventy percent (70%) of the group’s
approved budget request from the group’s previous budget process.
a)
If a group considered new or inactive fails to attend a scheduled
budget hearing the group will be limited to three-hundred and fifty
dollars ($350).
b)
The Legislative Finance Committee has full discretion to reduce
funding requests further if necessary or appropriate as deemed by
the Committee.
c)
Failure to attend both a budget workshop and a budget hearing
will result in disqualification from the budget process.
6.
The Legislative Finance Committee shall have the authority to amend or
reduce any line-item request or budget request in order to create a
2.

E.
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F.

balanced budget. These adjustments may be made during budget hearings
or in Committee deliberations without the presence of the respective
group.
7.
The Legislative Finance Committee or Committee Chair shall meet with
the Executive Finance Committee or Chair before the conclusion of
deliberations and creation of a balanced budget to address additional
concerns from the Executive Branch.
Final Approval
1.
The Legislative Finance Committee shall forward a balanced budget to the
Council after all budget hearings and any necessary deliberations have
taken place. The Finance Chair shall present the recommendations to the
Council in a report that includes all groups that requested funding with
each requested amount and any amendments made by the LFC.
2.
The Council must pass the budget with a majority vote.
3.
The GPSA President may approve, veto, or not take action on the
Council’s passed budget.
a)
Inaction by the President after seven (7) days of the budget being
passed by Council will result in the budget becoming law.
4.
Approved budgets shall become available at the beginning of the fiscal
year as dictated by the SGAO office.

III.

Funding Priorities
A.
Funding shall be considered on the merits of each application as demonstrated
through the budget process. Consideration should include, but is not limited to:
purpose of the organization, population served, history of service, public relations,
quality of application, and the necessity and use of GPSA funding.
B.
Budget recommendations from the Executive Finance Committee should be given
deference by the Legislative Finance Committee when considering budget
requests.

IV.

Budget Limitations
A.
Groups that are not a branch, or under a branch of the GPSA government may not
receive budget funding greater than three-thousand dollars ($3,000).
B.
New and Inactive Groups, classified as groups that have not participated in a
GPSA budget process within the past two (2) years, may not receive funding
greater than five hundred dollars ($500).
Section 4. Pro-Rated Benefits (PB) Fund

I.

The Executive Finance Committee shall administer the disbursement of PB Funds.
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II.

III.
IV.

V.

VI.

Allocations of PB Funds shall be provided to the Recognized Departmental Student
Associations (RDSA) at a per capita rate equal to the percent of Fall and Spring fees
allocated in the budget.
The process to receive PB Funds will be available through the GPSA Office and any
additional means as determined by the Executive Finance Committee.
Each semester, the RDSA from each department, in order to receive pro-rated benefits,
must apply through GPSA.
A.
An RDSA may receive unallocated PB Funds from the Fall Semester if a proper
request is made the subsequent Spring Semester.
Based on the enrollment report provided by the University, indicating the number of
graduate or professional students enrolled in each department, SGAO will credit the
relevant departmental student association account on file.
Any departmental student association has the right to appeal the enrollment report
provided by the University. Appeals shall be presented in writing to the Executive
Finance Committee Chair. Appeals shall entail a name-by-name count of the
department’s GPSA Members and a comparison with the University’s records.
Section 5. Appropriations

I.

Appropriations
A.
GPSA appropriation requests shall be overseen by the Legislative Finance
Committee and passed by the Council, approved by the President and
administered by the Executive Finance Committee.
B.
The Executive Finance Committee may make recommendations to the Legislative
Finance Committee on appropriation requests by means of inter-branch
memorandum, public comment during the LFC meeting, or in another manner
approved by the LFC Chair so long as not to conflict with GPSA law.
Recommendations are solely persuasive and shall not bind the LFC in any way.
C.
The GPSA President may approve, veto, or not take action on the Council’s
passed appropriations. The Council may override a presidential veto with a twothirds (2/3) vote
1.
Inaction by the President after five (5) days of an appropriation being
passed by Council will result in the appropriation becoming law.
D.
Eligible groups may only receive one appropriation per semester.
1.
Each Executive Committee shall be considered an individual group
request as well as each GPSA government entity which has its own SGAO
account.
2.
Individual graduate and professional students may be eligible for
appropriation funding if they are sponsored by, and apply through, a
chartered student organization. Any appropriation requests to fund
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individuals through a chartered student organization are subject to any
applicable standing rules.
Section 6. Revisions

I.
II.
III.

Groups may submit a request to make line-item transfers of GPSA funds within their
budget.
All requests must be submitted and reviewed by SGAO before they may be considered.
A revision must be approved by consent of both the Legislative and Executive Finance
Committee Chairs.
A.
In the event of division over the approval of the revision, the GPSA Council Chair
shall be consulted and decide the division.
B.
When Council is not in session, the President and the Council Chair shall be
responsible for approving revisions and the Grants Chair shall serve as the third
person in the event of division.
Section 7. Disbursement

I.
II.
III.

IV.
V.

The Executive Finance shall administer the disbursement of GPSA funds once allocations
become GPSA law.
Allocation funding will be available for disbursement once the legislation has become
law and is processed by SGAO.
All funding allocations will follow the rules and guidelines set forth by SGAO. Groups
allocated GPSA funding will be responsible to ensure that they are in compliance with
these policies.
Monies allocated by GPSA shall be limited to line-item provisions as stipulated by the
approved funding request.
The Executive Finance Committee, in administering GPSA allocations, should make
concerted efforts to communicate with GPSA entities and organizations receiving GPSA
funding in order to facilitate cooperation and ensure compliance with any applicable rules
or stipulations that are coupled with the funding.

Section 8. Financial Enjoinment

I.

Failure to adhere to applicable stipulations attached to funding allocations, GPSA law, or
unlawful use of funds per SGAO guidelines may result in an enjoinment of spending
privileges of GPSA funding until the violation has been corrected.
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II.
III.
IV.
V.

VI.

An action of enjoinment must be presented to the Legislative Finance Committee before
it may be considered by Council.
The Finance Committee Chair shall report to the Council on the proposed enjoinment and
the group at question shall be allotted a two (2) minute speaking privilege as a rebuttal.
A two-thirds (2/3) vote of the GPSA Council is necessary for approval of an enjoinment
of the group’s GPSA funds.
The Council Chair must notify the enjoined group no later than five (5) days after the
action by Council. The Council Chair must notify the Executive Finance Committee
Chair of an enjoinment no later than two (2) days after the action by the Council.
A.
Notification shall be sent to the officers email addresses on file in the Student
Government Accounting Office.
B.
Such notification shall include the reason for the action as well as the actions
required of the group for funding to be resumed in a timely fashion.
C.
Funds enjoined for the remainder of the fiscal year will revert to the GPSA
General Fund.
Acts of Financial Enjoinment may be appealed to the GPSA Court of Review. The
appeal must be filed within four (4) weeks from the act of enjoinment by the Council.
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DEFINITIONS:
New and Inactive Groups – A groups is defined as “new” if they have not previously been
chartered through the Student Activities Office or they have not received funding from a GPSA
budget process in the past. A group is defined as “inactive” if they have not received funding in
the past two (2) GPSA budget processes.
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Remove Line 144 (Removes JFC definition)
Amend Lines 181-183 to read: (Strike JFC, Insert EFC)
Recurring Student Organization Fund (RSOF): A line item of the GPSA Annual Budget which constitutes a fund
to be administered by the EFC for student organizations’ basic operating expenses.
Remove 1370 – 1387 (Removes JFC)
Amend Line 1398 (Strike JFC, Insert EFC)
Amend Line 1415-1416 (Strike JFC, Insert EFC) The EFC shall propose a total amount for the RSOF and an
EFC operating budget to the LFC.
Replace Lines 1479-1582 with the text below:
Section 5. Recurring Student Organization Fund

A. Eligibility and Fund Restrictions
1. Only organizations with at least three (3) GPSA members may apply to the RSOF.
2. Groups eligible for PB funds are ineligible for RSOF monies.
3. Any group receiving funding from the RSOF must use the funds for basic operating
expenses for the upcoming fiscal year.
4. No group may request more than three thousand dollars ($3,000).
5. Groups that have not requested funding from the RSOF within the past two (2) years
may not request funding greater than five hundred dollars ($500).
6. The EFC shall only fund the net difference between projected expenses and projected
revenue from other sources for the purpose of operating expenses.

B. Timeline
1. The EFC shall meet by the end of the second academic week of the fall semester. The
first meeting’s business shall include determining dates for workshops and hearings and
a standard application format.
2. The EFC Chair or designee shall hold all RSOF workshops before the end of the fourth
(4th) academic week of the spring semester. At least one RSOF workshop shall be held
in the fourth (4th) academic week of the spring semester.
3. RSOF applications must be submitted to the GPSA Office no later than 5:00 p.m. on the
sixth (6th) Friday of the spring semester.
4. The EFC shall make RSOF final decisions in a report to Council no later than the last
regularly scheduled Council meeting of the session in which the RSOF hearings were
held.

B. RSOF Workshops
1. A minimum of two (2) RSOF workshops shall be held during the spring semester prior
to EFC hearings.
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2. The RSOF workshops shall be advertised in the Daily Lobo and posted according to the
Public Notice Requirements at least two (2) academic days before the first workshop.
3. RSOF application packets shall be available and presented at each workshop by the EFC
Chair or their designee with the guidance of SGAO. Application packets shall provide
all procedures and information necessary for a group to submit a complete RSOF
application.
4. Organizational representatives requesting funding from the RSOF shall attend an RSOF
workshop during the year in which the group applies for funding.
a) Exceptions to the requirement to attend the workshop may be made by a two-thirds
(2/3) vote of the EFC.

C. RSOF Applications
1. Any group seeking funding from the RSOF shall submit a completed funding
application to the EFC.
2. All applications shall adhere to the guidelines set forth by the EFC and SGAO as stated
within the RSOF application packet and EFC Standing Rules. Exceptions to the EFC
Standing Rules may be made by a two-thirds (2/3) vote of the EFC.
3. The EFC shall determine the acceptable method of submitting budget applications. This
method shall be clearly defined in the RSOF application packet.
4. Any application to the EFC shall include:
a) An itemized list of all projected expenses for the upcoming fiscal year.
b) An itemized list of all projected revenues from other sources, excluding selfgenerated funds, for the upcoming fiscal year.
c) The total amount requested from EFC.
d) A copy of any funding requests submitted to RDSAs or ASUNM.
e) A representation made by ASUNM or any RDSA communicating the decision
regarding each funding request.

D. RSOF Hearings
1. The EFC shall determine the time and location of the RSOF hearings.
2. The EFC Chair shall post the times and locations according to the Public Notice
Requirements and shall notify all applying groups at least five (5) academic days before
the hearings.
a) The EFC Chair should attempt to accommodate requests for hearing times and
changes to the hearing schedule, but it is ultimately each group’s responsibility to
attend the scheduled hearing.
b) Each group at their scheduled hearing time shall have an allotted speaking time to
present their RSOF request. The EFC shall then have the opportunity to ask
questions to the group and to review the request. The process and procedure of
RSOF hearings shall be included in the application packet.
c) At least three (3) GPSA members of the group must attend the scheduled RSOF
hearing in order for that group to be eligible for RSOF funds. Exceptions may be
made by a two-thirds (2/3) vote of the EFC.
d) The EFC shall have the authority to amend or reduce any RSOF request. These
adjustments may be made during RSOF hearings or in JFC deliberations without the
presence of the respective group. However, all EFC meetings in which amendments
or reductions are made to an RSOF request must be Open Meetings.
e) Final EFC decisions must be made within three (3) academic days of the last
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hearing.

E. RSOF Allocation Priorities and Approval
1. In the determination of funding, the EFC shall consider:
a) the purpose of the organization;
b) the departmental, under-represented, and GPSA member populations to be served;
c) the history of service,
d) community and public relations,
e) the quality of the application, and
f) the necessity and use of GPSA funding.
2. A majority vote of the EFC shall be necessary to grant RSOF requests.
3. All groups requesting funding must be notified of their finalized budget amount one (1)
academic day after the final EFC decisions.
4. The EFC Chair’s final report on RSOF decisions to Council shall include all groups that
requested RSOF funding, all RSOF completed funding applications and the amount
approved by the EFC for each group. The report shall be submitted to the Council chair
seven (7) academic days prior to the regularly scheduled Council meeting at which the
report will be presented.

F. RSOF Appeals
1. Requesting groups may appeal the decision of the EFC by sending a memo stating the
reason for appeal to the Council Chair. This memo must be sent five (5) academic days
prior to the regularly scheduled Council meeting at which the report will be presented.
2. If possible, the Council Chair shall include any appeals received as an action item on the
agenda at the same Council meeting at which the EFC final report is presented.
3. Council shall have the authority to take action on each appeal.
a) Council does not have the authority to modify RSOF allocations for any other
reason.
b) If Council grants an appeal, this action is subject to the Presidential Veto Procedure.
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VII.

Finance Code
Section 1. Finance Committees
A. Finance Committee Standing Rules
1. All Finance Committees shall adopt standing rules at the first committee meeting.
Standing rules must be adopted by a majority vote of the committee and forwarded to
Council to be reviewed and voted on at the next Council meeting.
2. Each Finance Committee shall provide its Standing Rules to groups requesting GPSA
funding through all budget processes or appropriations.
3. Committee Chairs shall post standing rules and amendments to standing rules
according to Public Notice Requirements within two (2) academic days of approval
by Council.
4. Standing rules shall be made in conjunction with any SGAO policies. The University
and SGAO policies and regulations shall supersede any standing rules in the event of
a conflict.
B. Executive Finance Committee
1. The LFC Chair, or the LFC Chair’s designee, shall serve as an ex officio non-voting
member of the EFC.
C. Legislative Finance Committee
1. The EFC Chair, or the EFC Chair’s designee, shall serve as an ex officio non-voting
member of the LFC.
D. The Joint Finance Committee
1. The Joint Finance Committee (JFC) shall only be responsible for the administration
of the Recurring Student Organization Fund (RSOF).
2. The JFC shall be comprised of five (5) members from the EFC and five (5) members
from the LFC. The EFC and LFC Chairs shall serve as two (2) of the ten (10) JFC
members. The EFC and LFC shall determine the method of member selection to the
JFC from their respective committees. If a total of five (5) members from the LFC
are unable to volunteer, Council Representatives chosen by Council shall make up the
remainder.
3. There shall be a minimum of three (3) separate RDSAs represented on the JFC. Each
committee member shall only count as representing one (1) RDSA.
4. The JFC Chair shall be elected by and from among the JFC members. The JFC Chair
shall serve as a non-voting member of the JFC. The Chair shall vote only in the event
of a tie.
5. Quorum shall be met when at least three (3) JFC members from the EFC, none of
whom are from the LFC, and at least three (3) JFC members from the Legislative
Branch, none of whom are from the EFC, are physically present.
6.2.Participation by Telecommunication is not permitted for the JFC.
Section 2. GPSA General Fund
A. GPSA General Fund Eligibility and Restrictions
1. All allocations must be spent through an account with SGAO to be eligible for
funding.
2. In addition to spending mandated by the GPSA Constitution:
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a. No less than five thousand dollars ($5,000) shall be allocated to the Student
Research Allocation Committee (SRAC) Fund and five thousand dollars
($5,000) to the Specialized Travel (ST) Endowment Fund.
b. No more than ten percent (10%) of the total GPSA annual budget shall be
allocated to all GPSA standing committees. This does not include the
percentage of the budget allocated to the Grants Committee or JFC to be
disbursed to applying individuals and student organizations.
i. Standing Committees may seek additional appropriations. These
appropriations are not be subject to the ten percent (10%) requirement.
Section 3. Annual Budget
A. Annual Budget Restrictions and Oversight
1. The final annual budget shall not exceed projected anticipated revenue for the
upcoming fiscal year.
2. The GPSA annual budget process may allocate money for SGAO, UNM service
entities, PB Funds, chartered student organizations, and GPSA Decision Making
Bodies, including but not limited to the GPSA branches of government. The GPSA
annual budget process shall not allocate money for any other purpose.
B. Annual Budget Process
1. The LFC shall compile all budget proposals.
a. The EFC shall propose an Executive Budget to the LFC.
b. The LFC shall propose a Legislative Budget.
c. The Chief Justice shall propose a Judicial Budget to the LFC.
d. The JFC shall propose a total amount for the RSOF and a JFC operating budget
to the LFC.
e.d.
All proposed budgets shall be consistent with the requirements for the
annual budget in the GPSA Constitution and Bylaws.
f.e.
The LFC cChair, after conferring with the EFC Chair, shall designate and
announce by the first week of the spring semester a schedule for budget
hearings and an LFC February meeting, in accordance with TPNR, for the
purpose of compiling and reviewing all proposed budgets.
g.f.
All proposed budgets shall be submitted to and accepted by the LFC no
later than twofive (25) academic days prior to the first designated February
LFC meetingbudget hearing.
h.g. The Finance Chairs and Chief Justice shall post their respective proposals
in accordance with the Public Notice Requirements at the time of submission to
the LFC.
i.h.
The Council Chair shall include all of the original proposals as supporting
documents for the agendas of the regularly scheduled February and March
Council meetings.
2. Hearings shall be held to review all budget submissions. Organizations submitting
budgets shall be notified of the hearing schedule no later than two (2) academic days
before the first designated hearing, and each organization shall be given a designated
time slot.
a. The LFC Chair shall chair the hearings. The LFC Chair shall vote only in the
case of a tie.
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b. The EFC shall have as many members present at the hearings as one less than
the number of members of the LFC present. The EFC participants shall also
have voting privileges.
c. Quorum at the hearings is determined by a minimum of five persons (the LFC
Chair, two (2) other LFC members, and two (2) EFC members) with at least
three (3) RDSAs represented. No participant may be considered as
representing more than one (1) RDSA.
d. The LJFC Chair should attempt to accommodate requests for hearing times and
changes to the hearing schedule, but it is ultimately each group’s responsibility
to attend the scheduled hearing.
e. Each group at their scheduled hearing time shall have an allotted speaking time
to present their budget proposalRSOF request. The LFC/EFC panelJFC shall
then have the opportunity to ask questions ofto the group and to review the
proposalrequest. The process and procedure of RSOF hearings shall be
included in the application packet.
f. At least twothree (32) GPSA members of the group must attend the scheduled
RSOF hearing in order for that group to be eligible for inclusion in the GPSA
annual budgetRSOF funds. Exceptions may be made by a two-thirds (2/3) vote
of the LFC/EFC panelJFC.
g. The LFC/EFC panelJFC shall have the authority to amend or reduce any budget
proposalRSOF request. These adjustments may be made during RSOF hearings
or in post-hearing JFC deliberations without the presence of the respective
group. However, all JFC meetings in which amendments or reductions are
made to a budget proposaln RSOF request must be Open Meetings.
h. Final budgetJFC determinatcisions must be made within three (3) academic
days of the last hearing.
i. Budget determinations made during the hearing process shall not be altered by
the LFC when compiling the total budget proposal. The LFC may make
recommendations on any part of the budget proposal, but only Council may
revise these budgets during deliberation at an open Council meeting.
j. Participation by Telecommunication is not permitted for budget hearings.
2.3.The LFC shall recommend a unified, balanced GPSA annual budget along with any
recommendationsationale concerning changes to the individual budget proposals no
later than five (5) academic days prior to the February Council meeting.
a. The proposed annual budget and LFC recommendations shall be consistent
with the requirements for the GPSA annual budget in the GPSA Constitution
and Bylaws.
b. At the discretion of the committee, the LFC may ask to hear justifications of
budget proposals from the chair or designee of any GPSA Decision Making
Body within four (4) academic days after the designated February LFC meeting
at which proposals were due. Requests for hearings must be delivered to the
chairs in writing two (2) academic days before the requested date of the
hearing.
3.4.The Council Chair shall place the LFC’s proposed annual budget and
recommendations as a discussion item on the agenda of the regularly scheduled
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February Council meeting and as an action item on the agenda of the regularly
scheduled March Council meeting.
4.5.An annual budget must be voted on by the March Council meeting.
a. If the budget is not approved by the March Council meeting, then special
meetings of Council may be called for the sole purpose of passing a budget. A
budget must be approved by Council and sent to the President for approval no
later than April 1.This budget may be sent for approval to the President.
b. If the President vetoes a budget approved by Council, then special meetings of
Council may be called for the sole purpose of passing a budget.
c. A two-thirds (2/3) vote of Council is required to override the Presidential veto.
If there is no two-thirds (2/3) consensus, Council may make amendments to the
vetoed budget.
d. Any amended budget shall be presented as a new bill, require a majority vote of
Council and be subject to the Presidential veto process.
e. A budget must be passed into law by Council and approved by the President no
later than the regularly scheduled April Council meeting.
5.6.The approved annual budget shall be posted in accordance with the Public Notice
Requirements within two (2) academic days of approval and shall be made available
on the website for the entirety of the applicable fiscal year.
Section 4. Pro-Rated Benefits Fund
A. The EFC shall determine the process to request Pro-Rated Benefits (PB) Funds by the
second week of the fall semester. The EFC Chair shall post the process in accordance
with the Public Notice Requirements. The guidelines will also be available through the
GPSA Office.
1. PB funds are available to RDSAs each fall and spring semester.
2. RDSAs may request funding each semester.
3. An RDSA may receive unallocated PB Funds from the fall semester if a proper
request is made the subsequent spring semester.
B. In order to receive PB Funds, RDSAs must apply to the EFC.
1. The EFC shall confirm that the requesting group is an RDSA.
2. The EFC shall forward all RDSA requests to SGAO.
C. SGAO shall disburse PB Funds to all requesting RDSAs at a per capita rate specified in
the GPSA annual budget and based on the enrollment report provided by the University
indicating the number of GPSA members enrolled in each department, college, or school.
D. Any RDSA has the right to appeal the enrollment report provided by the University.
Appeals shall be presented in writing to the EFC Chair. Appeals shall include a name-byname count of the RDSA’s GPSA members. The EFC shall compare appeals with the
University’s records.
Section 5. Recurring Student Organization FundChartered Student Group Budget Requests
A. Eligibility and Fund Restrictions
1. Only organizations with at least three (3) GPSA members may submit a budget for
the annual budget processapply to the RSOF.
2. Groups eligible for PB funds are ineligible for the annual budget processRSOF
monies.
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3. Any group receiving funding from the RSOF must use the funds for basic operating
expenses for the upcoming fiscal year.
4.3.No group may request more than three thousand dollars ($3,000).
5.4.Groups that have not submitted budgets in the past two (2) yearsrequested funding
from the RSOF within the past two (2) years may not request funding greater than
five hundred dollars ($500).
6. The JFC shall only fund the net difference between projected expenses and projected
revenue from other sources for the purpose of operating expenses.
B. Timeline
1. The JFC shall meet by the end of the last academic week of the fall semester. The
first meeting’s business shall include determining dates for workshops and hearings
and a standard application format.
2. The JFC Chair or designee shall hold all RSOF workshops before the end of the
fourth (4th) academic week of the spring semester. At least one RSOF workshop shall
be held in the fourth (4th) academic week of the spring semester.
3. RSOF applications must be submitted to the GPSA Office no later than 5:00 p.m. on
the sixth (6th) Friday of the spring semester.
4. The JFC shall make RSOF final decisions in a report to Council no later than the last
regularly scheduled Council meeting of the session in which the RSOF hearings were
held.
C.B. RSOF Budget Workshops
1. A minimum of two (2) budgetRSOF workshops shall be held during the spring
semester prior to JFC hearings. Workshops may be held in the fall semester, but
these do not satisfy the spring workshop requirement.
2. The budgetRSOF workshops shall be advertised in the Daily Lobo and posted
according to the Public Notice Requirements at least two (2) academic days before
the first workshop.
3. BudgetRSOF application proposal packets shall be available and presented at each
workshop by the JFC LFC Chair or their designee with the guidance of SGAO.
Budget proposalApplication packets shall provide all procedures and information
necessary for a group to submit a complete budget proposal, including the process
and procedure of budget hearingsRSOF application.
4. Organizational representatives requesting funding from in the budget processRSOF
shall attend an budgetRSOF workshop during the year in which the group submits a
budget proposalapplies for funding.
a. Exceptions to the requirement to attend the workshop may be made by a twothirds (2/3) vote of the JFC.
D.C. RSOF ApplicationsBudget Proposals
1. Any group seeking funding infrom the annual budget processRSOF shall submit a
completed budget proposalfunding application to the JLFC.
2. All proposalsapplications shall adhere to the guidelines set forth by the LJFC and
SGAO as stated within the RSOF applicationbudget proposal packet and LJFC
Standing Rules. Exceptions to the JFC LFC Standing Rules may be made by a twothirds (2/3) vote of the JFCmembers present at the hearings.
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3. The LJFC shall determine the acceptable method of submitting budget
applicationsproposals. This method shall be clearly defined in the RSOF
applicationbudget proposal packet.
4. Any budget proposalapplication to the JFC shall include:
a. An itemized list of all projected expenses for the upcoming fiscal year.
b. An itemized list of all projected revenues from other sources, excluding selfgenerated funds, for the upcoming fiscal year.
c. The total amount requested from JFCGPSA.
d. A copy of any funding requests submitted to RDSAs or ASUNM.
e. A representation made by ASUNM or any RDSA communicating the decision
regarding each funding request.
E. RSOF Hearings
1. The JFC shall determine the time and location of the RSOF hearings.
2. The JFC Chair shall post the times and locations according to the Public Notice
Requirements and shall notify all applying groups at least five (5) academic days
before the hearings.
a. The JFC Chair should attempt to accommodate requests for hearing times and
changes to the hearing schedule, but it is ultimately each group’s responsibility
to attend the scheduled hearing.
b.a.
Each group at their scheduled hearing time shall have an allotted speaking
time to present their RSOF request. The JFC shall then have the opportunity to
ask questions to the group and to review the request. The process and
procedure of RSOF hearings shall be included in the application packet.
c.a.
At least three (3) GPSA members of the group must attend the scheduled
RSOF hearing in order for that group to be eligible for RSOF funds. Exceptions
may be made by a two-thirds (2/3) vote of the JFC.
d.a.
The JFC shall have the authority to amend or reduce any RSOF request.
These adjustments may be made during RSOF hearings or in JFC deliberations
without the presence of the respective group. However, all JFC meetings in
which amendments or reductions are made to an RSOF request must be Open
Meetings.
e.f.
Final JFC decisions must be made within three (3) academic days of the
last hearing.
F. RSOF Allocation Priorities and Approval
1. In the determination of funding, the JFC shall consider:
a. the purpose of the organization;
b. the departmental, under-represented, and GPSA member populations to be
served;
c. the history of service,
d. community and public relations,
e. the quality of the application, and
f. the necessity and use of GPSA funding.
2. A majority vote of the JFC shall be necessary to grant RSOF requests.
3. All groups requesting funding must be notified of their finalized budget amount one
(1) academic day after the final JFC decisions.
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4.5.The JFC Chair’s final report on RSOF decisions to Council shall include all groups
that requested RSOF funding, all RSOF completed funding applications and the
amount approved by the JFC for each group. The report shall be submitted to the
Council chair seven (7) academic days prior to the regularly scheduled Council
meeting at which the report will be presented.
G. RSOF Appeals
1. Requesting groups may appeal the decision of the JFC by sending a memo stating the
reason for appeal to the Council Chair. This memo must be sent five (5) academic
days prior to the regularly scheduled Council meeting at which the report will be
presented.
2. If possible, the Council Chair shall include any appeals received as an action item on
the agenda at the same Council meeting at which the JFC final report is presented.
3. Council shall have the authority to take action on each appeal.
a. Council does not have the authority to modify RSOF allocations for any other
reason.
b.a.
If Council grants an appeal, this action is subject to the Presidential Veto
Procedure.
Section 6. Appropriations
A. The first meeting of the LFC shall include determining a standard application format for
appropriations. This format, as well as a timeline for submitting appropriation requests in
time for consideration by Council, shall be posted according to the Public Notice
Requirements and shall be available in the GPSA Office by no later than the second (2nd)
regularly scheduled Council meeting. The previous session’s appropriation format will be
used until the LFC determines a format for the current session.
B. The first meeting of the EFC after the LFC’s first meeting shall include determining a
timeline for submitting appropriation requests in time for consideration by the LFC.
These shall be posted according to the Public Notice Requirements and shall be available
in the GPSA Office by no later than the second third (3rd2nd) regularly scheduled
Council meeting.
C. All appropriation applications shall be sent to the EFC Chair who shallould forward a
copy to the LFC chair as soon as possible.
D. The LFC and EFC shall meet at least once a month to make recommendations on
appropriations to Council.
1. The EFC and LFC Chairs shall coordinate each monthly meeting schedule.
2. The EFC shall make recommendations for all appropriations requests and forward
these recommendations to the LFC chair at least two (2) days prior to the LFC
meeting.
3. The LFC shall make recommendations after reviewing the EFC recommendations.
4. The Council Chair shall include EFC recommendations as a supporting document for
the appropriation request.
5. The Council Chair shall include each initial appropriation request and the LFC
recommendation as a single action item on the Council agenda.
E. Any individual or group eligible to submit legislative items to Council for consideration
may apply for appropriation funding.
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Section 7. Budget Revisions
A. Any group receiving GPSA funds may submit a budget revision request to the EFC
Chair.
B. A revision may be approved by consent of both the LFC and EFC Chairs in consultation
with SGAO.
1. In the event of division over the approval of a revision, the Council Chair shall decide
the division.
2. When Council is not in session, the EFC Chair and the Council Chair shall be
responsible for approving revisions, and the President shall decide any division.
Section 8. Disbursement
A. Funding will be available for disbursement once the allocation has become law and is
processed by SGAO in the applicable fiscal year.
B. All funding allocations shall follow the rules and guidelines set forth by SGAO. Groups
allocated GPSA funding shall ensure that they are in compliance with these policies.
C. GPSA funds allocated to groups or individuals must be spent in accordance with their
approved line-item budgets.
Section 9. Financial Enjoinment
A. Financial enjoinment may occur if an individual or group violates the guidelines set forth
by the Finance Committees, Finance Standing rules or University Policies.
1. An enjoinment must be recommended by the LFC and approved by Council.
2. The LFC Chair and a representative of the group subject to the proposed enjoinment
shall each have three (3) minutes to address Council prior to action being taken.
3. A two-thirds (2/3) roll-call vote of Council is necessary for approval of an enjoinment
of a group’s GPSA funds.
4. The Council Chair must notify any group of an enjoinment of funds no later than two
(2) academic days after the enjoinment becomes binding.
a. Notification shall be sent to the officers' email addresses on file in SGAO.
b. Such notification shall include the reason for the action as well as the actions
required for funding to be resumed.
c. Funds enjoined for the remainder of the fiscal year revert to the GPSA General
Fund.
B. Acts of Financial Enjoinment may be appealed to the Court of Review. The appeal must
be filed within twenty (20) academic days from the enjoinment becoming binding.
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President's Report to Council
September 15, 2011
Updates
• I met with Yvette Hall, Student Government Accounting Office accountant, concerning the
bylaws that were proposed at the August Council meeting. Specifically, she said that
◦ The proposed bylaws violate no university or SGAO policy. It will be possible to implement
the bylaws as they have been proposed in compliance with all policies.
◦ GPSA has the right to create a financial process that it feels will best serve students. SGAO is
ready to support the implementation of new bylaws in accordance with the will of Council.
I endorse passing the bylaws as submitted by the ABC committee to Council.
• I attended the first Presidential Search Committee meeting on behalf of GPSA. If you have
nominations for UNM's next president, please send them to me or submit them online at
http://presidentialsearch.unm.edu.
• Graduate Student Dispute Resolution Office: OGS has officially announced the 0.25 FTE
assistantship job opening to support a graduate student ombuds office. The ombudsperson will
coordinate a team of graduate student mediators and work to direct students with concerns to
campus resources. GPSA will participate in the ombudsperson interview and selection process.
• UNM Foundation: A draft of the newsletter that will be sent has been created and will be shared
with UNM Foundation to send to GPSA leadership.
• GRD Fund: The $59,600 that was promised as “backfill” for the loss of the state-sponsored GRD
RPSP is being tracked down. The money has been located as far as the Dean of Students office,
and we are attempting to move it into an account that SGAO can access on behalf of grads
• Meanwhile, the grants 9/23 at noon deadline approaches, and will have passed by the time of the
next Council meeting. Grants workshops and walk-in hours were held around campus, see grants
report..
• Office of VP of Research has scheduled a date for the GPSA President to meet with Faculty
Research Support Officers to increase research assistantships requested by Principle Investigators
in coming year.
• GPSA office has created a thriving volunteer program to staff the office. We are currently seeking
student art to display in the GPSA office. A juried art show will occur in Spring semester.
• GPSA's September 6th welcome back event at Marble Brewery was attended by 45 grads.
Recent Media
http://www.dailylobo.com/index.php/article/2011/09/regents_approve_master_plan_discuss_funding
Channel 7 golf video
Channel 7 jobs video
Channel 4 presidential search
ABQ Journal signs article
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MEMORANDUM
Date: September 15, 2011
From: Katie Richardson, GPSA President
To: GPSA Council
Subject: Recommended Finance Bylaws
The executive branch of GPSA exists literally to execute the mission of GPSA. The executive branch
interfaces with GPSA membership and the UNM community daily. Executive appointees represent GPSA on
committees across campus. The presidential role includes speaking on behalf of GPSA as a Regents Advisor at
Board of Regents meetings. The executive represents the interests of the students to the administration, media
and even to the state government through the lobby committee. The execution of our mission also includes
serving GPSA membership in more immediate capacities, such as changing printer cartridges in the office,
reserving space in the SUB, and creating programming to enhance the lives of GPSA members. Furthermore, the
executive branch's presence in the GPSA office allows other student groups to interface with GPSA on a daily
basis. Often collaborative opportunities arise and are executed between council meetings. This is precisely why
GPSA has traditionally had the executive and legislative branches of government: for the executive to serve
students on a daily basis on campus and for the legislative to create legislation and approve the GPSA budget
and other appropriations. This functional division has served GPSA well.
On the surface, the GPSA grants process might fit under the legislative branch. After all, grants are a
monetary concern, perhaps appropriately housed in the legislative branch. However, the grants process is instead
given a line item fund from Council. The execution of this fund as a service to students is the business of the
executive. This makes sense because the interfacing needed for students to receive the degree of service required
to have an equitable grants process is high. Students call the office daily to ask questions about grants deadlines
and eligibility. Workshops are held across campus. Walk-in hours are offered to provide support.
The administration of what had been the “non-departmental” funding process has always been under the
executive branch for the same reasons. A high degree of student face-time is necessary in order to provide an
equitable distribution process. During the non-departmental funding process, student group leaders come to the
office to ask questions regularly. Workshops are held, and walk-in hours are sometimes provided by the
executive finance chair. The similarity between this and the grants process indicates to me that it is appropriate
for the executive, rather than the legislative or any joint committee, to distribute the RSOF.
In addition to the appopriateness of the branch's role, the executive finance committee has the advantage
of being in the office on a regular basis to serve students. Student groups will benefit from receiving funds from
a committee that is familiar with their function on campus throughout the year, rather than just on an annual
basis.
Finally i the past, non-departmental group applications have numbered in the twenties. However,
opening the process to any student group that is ineligible for PB funds will likely double or more the number of
groups applying. With larger numbers of applications, it becomes even more challenging to ensure that a fair and
equitable process is provided to groups. The executive branch's role is precisely to provide the kind of daily
student service infrastructure to ensure that this is an equitable process for all groups.
Therefore, I ask that Council consider the merits of the attached proposal, which has the Executive
Finance Committee distributing the funds to provide student groups annual funding.
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Elections Committee Report: Special Election

Prepared by Nas Manole, Elections Committee
The first purpose of business I wanted to discuss was the possibility of a special
election and what that would entail for the elections committee.
As per the GPSA Constitution the holding of a Special Election is to follow the
Guidelines of Section 5. General Election.
C. Special Election
A Special Election shall take place upon one or more of the following conditions. Special
Elections follow General Election rules except where noted.
1.
Vacation of the President or Council-Chair positions.
2.
Granting of a petition submitted to a Council meeting for the recall of the President,
the passing of a motion for the recall of the Council Chair at a Council meeting.
3.
Non-certification of an election or a declaration of ineligibility or non-assumption
of the winner of an election.
4.
Granting of a petition submitted to a Council meeting for a Special Issue vote by
the GPSA body. Only items granted on the petition shall be allowed on the ballot.
IV. General Election
Elections shall be conducted electronically. Elections shall use a computer or phonebased system that is managed by CIRT.
Two members of the Elections Committee shall retrieve the final vote count from the
electronic voting system. The candidate elected to office will be determined by a plurality
of votes cast and all other items on the ballot shall be decided by a majority of the votes
cast. Should the plurality winner of the GPSA General Election be declared ineligible,
not able to assume office for any other reason before the certification of the election
results, in case of a tie, or if the Elections Committee votes to not certify an election, a
special Council meeting shall be called so that a Special Election can be scheduled.
The results of an election shall be reported to the candidates as well as the current
President and Council Chair by 12:00 PM of the day following the election.

Notes:
I will be consulting the previous elections chair Matthew Rush about the necessity of
advertisements to be placed in the lobo however per the EC these are not outlined
as necessary. The committee is prepared to work with the ITS department to ensure
that all students have equal access to vote.
Current Plan of Action: Meet with the ITS Dept. to validate the logistics of the E‐
ballot. Hold first election meeting next week.
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Elections first meeting tentative date: The week of Sept. 19th – 23rd.
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Executive Finance Committee Report: September 24, 2011
At the beginning of the GPSA Council Session for Fall 2011, the GPSA general fund had
ninety-six thousand dollars ($96,000) within it.
I. Business from the August 27, 2011 Council Meeting
----Executive Budget Revision: Technology/Ad hoc
Be it enacted by the GPSA Council on August 27, 2011:
The line-item “Ad-hoc Technology Committee” in the 2011-2012 GPSA Budget of two
thousand dollars ($2,000) has been dissolved and split between the five (5) Ad Hoc
Committees of 2011-2012, as Chair Stipends.
--Appropriation: FA-11-001 Website.
Be it enacted by the GPSA Council on August 27, 2011:
Two-thousand dollars ($2,000) is appropriated from the GPSA general fund to the
website development/IT Chair stipend for expenditure in the fiscal year 2011-2012 to pay
for the services provided by this Chair. Any unexpended or unused funds remaining at
the end of fiscal year 2011-2012 shall revert back to the GPSA general fund.
--Appropriation: FA-11-002 Student Travel (ST) Funding
Be it enacted by the GPSA Council on August 27, 2011:
One thousand nine hundred twenty-four dollars and ninety-one cents ($1,924.91) is
appropriated from the GPSA general fund to the Grants Committee for expenditure in the
fiscal year 2011-2012 to fund an additional four (4) ST grants that were applied for in
summer 2011. Any unexpended or unused funds remaining at the end of fiscal year 20112012 shall revert back to the GPSA general fund.
Be it enacted by the GPSA Council on August 27, 2011:
Eleven thousand seventy-five dollars and nine cents ($11,075.09) is appropriated from
the GPSA general fund to the Grants Committee for the ST grant for expenditures
throughout the fiscal year 2011-2012 to fund any awarded ST grants during the fall and
spring cycles. Any unexpended or unused funds remaining at the end of fiscal year 20112012 shall revert back to the GPSA general fund.
--Appropriation: FA-11-003 Back2School
Be it enacted by the GPSA Council on August 27, 2011:
One hundred fifty dollars ($150) is appropriated from the GPSA general fund to the Raza
Graduate Student Association (RGSA) for expenditure in the fiscal year 2011-2012 to
provide outreach for the Back2School Summit. Any unexpended or unused funds
remaining at the end of fiscal year 2011-2012 shall revert back to the GPSA general fund.
The remaining balance of the GPSA general fund after the 1st Council meeting on
August 27, 2011 is eighty thousand eight hundred fifty dollars ($80,850).
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II. EFC Past Month Business
---Members of the EFC: Heather Berghmans, Public Administration. Jose Bucheli,
Economics. Van Snow, Law. Japji Hundal, Anderson, Talal Saint-Lot, Community and
Regional Planning.
----The EFC had 2 meeting the month of September. During the meetings we worked on
writting up Standing Rules for the Committee to use for the rest of the semester, and they
are being proposed to Council for approval.
----There was one Projects request and it is still pending, for $500. Due to the fact that the
Projects Committee is dissolving with the new Constitution introduction this month, one
thousand three hundred fifty ($1,350) is reverting back to the GPSA general fund.
III. Proposed EFC Standing Rules
GPSA Executive Finance Committee
Fall 2011 Standing Rules
(Passed by the EFC on September 12, 2011)

Section I: Regular Meetings
A. GPSA Executive Finance Committee (EFC) meetings shall be held in
accordance with the GPSA Public Notice Requirements. A regular agenda shall be
posted no later than three (3) calendar days before the meeting.
B. Regular meetings must be held the first (1st) Monday of every month during the
fall semester.
C. Emergency meetings and alterations to this schedule may be made at the
discretion of the EFC Chair.
Section II. Parliamentary Authority
1. The parliamentary authority shall be the most recent edition of Robert’s Rules
of Order Newly Revised.
Section III. Funding
A. Pro-Rate Benefit Funds (PB Funds) – grants of pro-rated benefits based on
student enrollment as requested by Recognized Departmental Student
Associations (RDSA).
B. Appropriations – a specific allocation of funding for unforeseen expenditures
or capital outlays. Any individual or group eligible to submit legislative items
to Council for consideration may apply for appropriation funding.
C. Executive Branch Budget – funding allocated for the administration of the
GPSA executive branch.
Section IV. Funding Process
1. PB Funds
a. To receive PB Funds, an RDSA must attend a Student Government
Accounting Office (SGAO) PB Fund workshop.
b. A PB Fund application is due three (3) academic days prior to the next
scheduled EFC monthly meeting.
c. A PB Fund Application shall include:
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i. Organization name.
ii. Department.
iii. Contact information of an Officer.
iv. SGAO Account Number.
v. The number of GPSA Council Representatives.
d. The EFC shall ensure that the requesting group is a chartered RDSA.
e. As necessary, the EFC may invite RDSAs requesting funding to the
next scheduled EFC meeting in order to provide clarification regarding
their submitted application.
f. All approved requests shall be forwarded to the SGAO.
2. Appropriations
a. All appropriations must be submitted by 5pm on the last Friday of the
month.
b. Individuals or groups submitting appropriations must appear before the
EFC at the next regularly scheduled EFC meeting following their
submission.
c. After review, all recommendations along with the original
appropriation shall be forwarded to the Legislative Finance Committee
(LFC).
3. Executive Branch Budget
a. The EFC shall propose an executive branch budget to the LFC.
b. All Standing and Ad Hoc Executive Committees must submit a budget
application to the EFC by the last academic day of the Fall Semester.
c. A budget application shall include:
i. Executive Committee name.
ii. Contact information of the Chair,
iii. SGAO Account Number, if applicable.
iv. The names of all Committee Members.
d. As necessary, the EFC may invite Committee Chairs or their designee
to the next scheduled EFC meeting in order to provide clarification
regarding their submitted budget.

Section V. Speaking Time
A. Individuals or groups will be allotted five (5) minutes speaking time followed
by a five (5) minute question and answer period from the EFC.
Section VI. Agenda
1. Call to Order
2. Role Call
3. Approval of Agenda
4. Approval of Minutes
5. Media & Gallery
6. Chair Report
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7. Action Items
a. PB Funding Requests
b. Appropriations
c. Standing or Ad Hoc Executive Committee Budgets
8. Discussion Items
9. Committee Member Reports
10. Adjourn
Section VII. Quorum
A. Quorum will be a simple majority of the present voting members of the EFC.
Section VII. Voting
A. All votes will be taken by voice. In case of dissent, a roll call vote will be take and
will be recorded in the minutes.
B. Proxy voting shall not be allowed from any Committee Member.
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GPSA Executive Finance Committee
Fall 2011 Standing Rules
(Passed by the EFC on September 12, 2011)

Section I: Regular Meetings
A. GPSA Executive Finance Committee (EFC) meetings shall be held in
accordance with the GPSA Public Notice Requirements. A regular agenda shall be
posted no later than three (3) calendar days before the meeting.
B. Regular meetings must be held the first (1st) Monday of every month during the
fall semester.
C. Emergency meetings and alterations to this schedule may be made at the
discretion of the EFC Chair.
Section II. Parliamentary Authority
1. The parliamentary authority shall be the most recent edition of Robert’s Rules
of Order Newly Revised.
Section III. Funding
A. Pro-Rate Benefit Funds (PB Funds) – grants of pro-rated benefits based on
student enrollment as requested by Recognized Departmental Student
Associations (RDSA).
B. Appropriations – a specific allocation of funding for unforeseen expenditures
or capital outlays. Any individual or group eligible to submit legislative items
to the GPSA Council for consideration may apply for appropriation funding.
C. Executive Branch Budget – funding allocated for the administration of the
GPSA executive branch.
Section IV. Funding Process
1. PB Funds
a. To receive PB Funds, an RDSA must attend a Student Government
Accounting Office (SGAO) PB Fund workshop.
b. A PB Fund application is due three (3) academic days prior to the next
scheduled EFC monthly meeting.
c. A PB Fund Application shall include:
i. Organization name.
ii. Department.
iii. Contact information of an Officer.
iv. SGAO Account Number.
v. The number of GPSA Council Representatives.
d. The EFC shall ensure that the requesting group is a chartered RDSA.
e. As necessary, the EFC may invite RDSAs requesting funding to the
next scheduled EFC meeting in order to provide clarification regarding
their submitted application.
f. All approved requests shall be forwarded to the SGAO.
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2. Appropriations
a. All appropriations must be submitted by 5pm on the last Friday of the
month.
b. Individuals or groups submitting appropriations must appear before the
EFC at the next regularly scheduled EFC meeting following their
submission.
c. After review, all recommendations along with the original
appropriation shall be forwarded to the Legislative Finance Committee
(LFC).
3. Executive Branch Budget
a. The EFC shall propose an executive branch budget to the LFC.
b. All Standing and Ad Hoc Executive Committees must submit a budget
application to the EFC by the last academic day of the Fall Semester.
c. A budget application shall include:
i. Executive Committee name.
ii. Contact information of the Chair.
iii. SGAO Account Number, if applicable.
iv. The names of all Committee Members.
d. As necessary, the EFC may invite Committee Chairs or their designee
to the next scheduled EFC meeting in order to provide clarification
regarding their submitted budget.

Section V. Speaking Time
A. Individuals or groups will be allotted five (5) minutes speaking time followed
by a five (5) minute question and answer period from the EFC.
Section VI. Agenda
1. Call to Order
2. Role Call
3. Approval of Agenda
4. Approval of Minutes
5. Media & Gallery
6. Chair Report
7. Action Items
a. PB Funding Requests
b. Appropriations
c. Standing or Ad Hoc Executive Committee Budgets
8. Discussion Items
9. Committee Member Reports
10. Adjourn
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Section VII. Quorum
A. Quorum will be a simple majority of the present voting members of the EFC.

Section VII. Voting
A. All votes will be taken by voice. In case of dissent, a roll call vote will be take and
will be recorded in the minutes.
B. Proxy voting shall not be allowed from any Committee Member.
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SEPTEMBER 2011 UNM GPSA GRANTS REPORT TO GPSA COUNCIL
Grants Committee Chair: Saliha Qasemi (unmgpsagrants@gmail.com, 505-750-SALI)
Committee members: Kris Miranda, Talal Saint-lot, Sandra Lara, Lee Drake, Valerie Sartor, & summer 2011 readers
Achievements:
• GPSA Council Appropriation passed and we were able to fund 4 additional Summer ST Applications bringing the
total ST applicants funded for the summer to 30%. The additional ST Applicants funded were from Teacher
Education, Law, American Studies, and English.
• Overall funding should allow us to now fund 30% of all ST applications for Fall 2011 and Spring 2012
• The committee has hosted 4 workshops and will host 1 more to come workshops, and presented at a brown bag with
the Latin American Iberian Institute. The workshops were held on the Domenici Center, in El Centro, in Castetter
Hall, in the GPSA Office, and in the Graduate Resource Center.
• The Chair is working with Student Government Accounting to determine a method of payment for readers who are
also salary employees with UNM, currently payroll will not allow us to pay these readers.
Plans for the month
• Application Deadline: September 23rd 2010
o In Recognition of the Application Deadline, members of the grants committee will be facilitating walk in
hours on the following days
 Tuesday September 20th 2011 from 12:00 PM – 3:00 PM
 Wednesday September 21st 2011 from 9:00 AM – 11:00 AM through 3:00 PM – 5:00 PM
 Thursday September 22nd 20111:30 PM – 5:00 PM
 Friday September 23rd 2011 9:00 AM – 12:00 PM
• The GRC will be hosting Peer Review/Revision of Proposals on Thursday the 22nd from 5:00 to 7:00 PM.
• Reader recruitment will be a big goal for the month of September, The recruitment efforts are underway but we are
now specifically looking for creative and applied readers.
• The Chair is working with the webmaster to better the gpsa.unm.edu backed systems for future grants cycles.
Meetings
• August 29th 2011: Appeals Meeting, Appellant Daniel Richmond appealed results of summer 2011 SRAC
Application. Appeal was granted and 2 additional readers were brought in where the new high and low score will
be dropped.
• October 12th 2011: Committee will meet to discuss and finalize standing rules.
Corrections to Summer Grants Report:
• Due to the additional ST summer grants funded, the statistics have changed for the Summer Grants Report, as listed
below
Summer 2011 SRAC/ST Grants Report
Grant

SRAC
ST

Total
Awarded

20
7

Total Awarded
Dollar

9044.39
$ 3,120.21

Total #
Applied

57
23

%Awarded

35%
30%

Departments
Applying

26
13

Departments Not
applying

21
34

Departments not
receiving funding
despite applying

15
7

# of
Readers

21
10
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MEMORANDUM
To: GPSA Council
From: Allison Block and Travis McIntyre, Co‐Chairs of Lobbying Committee
CC: Katie Richardson, GPSA President
Re: September 15, 2011 Council Report

With the start of the school year, the Lobbying Committee (Committee) is beginning to form its
policy agenda and focus and develop its relationship with the UNM Government Relations
Department.
•

At August 24 meeting, the Committee discussed the roles of the committee members
and the general goals of the committee. The committee did not have a quorum,
therefore there are no minutes.

•

The Special Legislative Session began on September 6, 2011. The Governor’s
proclamation called for the legislature to work on redistricting, an in‐state business tax
credit, capital outlay, banning fireworks during fire dangers, state contributions to the
unemployment insurance fund, and repealing divers licenses for undocumented New
Mexico residents, among other things. The Governor’s proclamation lays out the only
issues that can be discussed during the Special Legislative Session. The Committee
determined that there were no GPSA related issues on the call. Therefore the
Committee will not be attending the Special Session.

•

The Committee scheduled monthly meetings with the UNM Government Relations
Department. At these meetings, the Committee will discuss GPSA issues and legislative
issues with the Government Relations Department. The next meeting will be on
September 26. The Committee plans on discussing the current Special Legislative
Session and the Funding Formula Task Force with the Government Relations
Department.
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•

The Committee will participate in the re‐opening ceremony of Hodgin Hall scheduled for
September 21 at 6:00pm at Hodgin Hall. All students are invited to attend.

•

The Committee will hold its next meeting on Wednesday, September 21 at 10:30am and
the UNM School of Law. The room has yet to be reserved. The Committee will discuss
and complete the Fall 2011 student survey. The survey will ask students about graduate
and professional student policy issues most important to them. The results of the
survey will guide the committee in developing its policy agenda.

The GPSA lobbying committee is comprised of the following members:
Allison H. Block, Co‐Chair – School of Law and Anderson School of Management
Travis McIntyre, Co‐Chair – Department of Physics & Astronomy
Ricardo Cano, Member – School of Architecture & Planning
Moses Hinton, Member – School of Law
Heidi Overton, Member – School of Medicine
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Programs Committee Report:
Members: Monika Roberts, Bryan Wilcox, Adrian Carver, Theresa Rogers, Andrew Lam, Talal St Lot,
Daniel Parker.
Activities:
‐Open GPSA office the first week of class. Had snacks available for grads and interested students who
stopped by.
‐Welcome Back at Marble Brewery: free nachos for students.
‐Coordinating the Art event for the beginning of the Spring 2012.
‐Talked to ASUNM to try and plan a GPSA‐ASUNM event.
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Information and Technology Report
This summer, I was occupied with the colossal task of creating a new GPSA website
as the old one has not been properly updated for many years now. Since I was not in
the country this seemed like the perfect time to work on such a project as it required
many long hours of coding, designing, redesigning and finally moving the vast
amount of content from the previous website to the new website. Even though I was
at a remote location, I made it my duty to stay in touch with Katie Richardson (GPSA
President) so that every aspect of the website would be in accordance with what
GPSA represents. Other than creating a new website, I also worked upon archiving
the current website so that if any content is missing on the new website, users can
still have access to the current website as well at all times.
Currently I am working on removing all the redundant and unwanted files from the
GPSA FTP server so that the new website can be properly hosted. Other than that I
also focus my time on the technological day to day needs of the office.
I also worked on forming a diverse Information and Technology Committee. I
currently have five members including myself, which represent two departments. I
have sent a message on the GPSA listserv so that I can recruit new members in order
to have representatives from three departments serving on my committee. Present
members include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Meer S Noor (ASM)
Amy Patterson (ASM)
Jajpi Hundal (ASM)
Saliha Qasemi (ASM)
Lee Drake (Anthropology)

Lastly, I am planning a committee meeting for this upcoming week as well.

Meer S Noor,
IT Chair
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Assistantships, Benefits, and Funding Report 9/15:
Members: Carolyn McSherry, Talal Saint-Lot, Whitny Schluter, Robert Vaughan, Gino
Signoracci
Still on search for members from education and engineering
Upcoming meetings: Tuesday, September 20, 3:30 (first official meeting)
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GPSA Equity and Outreach Committee
September 15, 2011 Report
Chair – Berenice Gijalva
Committee members:
1. Jose Ogaz
2. Janette Penunuri
3. Adriana Sanchez
4. Talal Saint-Lot

Architecture

berenice03@gmail.com

Business
Business
Journalism
Community+Regional Planning

jogaz@unm.edu
janethpenunuri@hotmail.com
adrielek@yahoo.com
tsaintlot@gmail.com

Actions taken:
1.

Hosted an e-board training for Critical Race Theory on Wednesday August 31st from 1pm-2:30pm.
We were not able to have the LGBTQ 101 training that day because time miscommunication. I am
communicating with Liliana @ LGBTQ to reschedule this training further in the semester.

2.

The Raza Junta Event was very successful. Adriana and Berenice did tabling for GPSA. We had a
large white board with extra paper and markers asking student to write down what was important
to them as UNM students. See attached images.

3.

I am meeting with Sharif Gias a new UNM grad student who has had a lot experience with equity
and outreach. We will talk about future steps this committee can take to start making a real impact
at UNM.
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Members: Anthony Salvagno, John Montoya, Japji Hundal, Lissa Knudsen (seeking more
members)
Activities:
•
•
•
•
•

moderation of the facebook and twitter accounts
Designed promotional material for the GPSA Marble event
Designed promotional material for promoting grad school to undergrads
Designed GPSA Brochure with insert for upcoming funding deadlines
Created new official GPSA logo
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Student	
  Support	
  &	
  Advocacy	
  Committee	
  Monthly	
  Report	
  
	
  
Submitted	
   by:	
   Megan	
   McRobert,	
   Student	
   Support	
   +	
   Advocacy	
   Committee	
   Chair,	
  
mcrobert@unm.edu	
  	
  
Submitted	
   to:	
   Megan	
   O’Laughlin,	
   GPSA	
   Council	
   Chair	
   and	
   Katie	
   Richardson,	
   GPSA	
  
President	
  	
  
Submitted	
  on:	
  September	
  14,	
  2011	
  
	
  
As	
  a	
  newly	
  formed	
  committee,	
  the	
  Student	
  Support	
  and	
  Advocacy	
  Committee	
  will	
  work	
  
with	
   graduate	
   and	
   professional	
   students	
   to	
   provide	
   both	
   individual	
   and	
   organizational	
  
support	
   as	
   well	
   as	
   advocacy	
   at	
   the	
   institutional	
   level.	
   SS+AC	
   representatives	
   are	
  
available	
  to	
  meet	
  with	
  students	
  requesting	
  GPSA	
  support	
  services	
  or	
  wishing	
  to	
  discuss	
  a	
  
specific	
   interest	
   or	
   issue.	
   Currently,	
   the	
   SS+AC	
   holds	
   office	
   hours	
   in	
   the	
   GPSA	
   office	
  
every	
  Monday	
  from	
  9	
  am	
  –	
  11	
  am	
  and	
  an	
  SS+AC	
  representative	
  is	
  available	
  at	
  this	
  time.	
  	
  
	
  
SS+AC	
   is	
   an	
   Executive	
   Committee,	
   however,	
   the	
   SS+AC	
   chair	
   has	
   started	
   working	
   with	
  
the	
   GPSA	
   Council	
   Chair	
   to	
   conduct	
   outreach	
   and	
   support	
   for	
   GSAs	
   (Graduate	
   Student	
  
Associations)	
   and	
   RDSAs	
   (Recognized	
   Departmental	
   Student	
   Associations)	
   wishing	
   to	
  
increase	
  their	
  participation	
  in	
  or	
  knowledge	
  of	
  GPSA.	
  This	
  work	
  may	
  include	
  presenting	
  
to	
  groups	
  wishing	
  to	
  learn	
  more	
  about	
  GPSA	
  or	
  parliamentary	
  procedure	
  or	
  supporting	
  
representatives	
  while	
  applying	
  for	
  funding,	
  for	
  example.	
  	
  	
  
	
  
Over	
   the	
   summer,	
   SS+AC	
   member	
   and	
   interim	
   chair	
   Christine	
   Abassary	
   completed	
   a	
  
comprehensive	
   resource	
   guide	
   of	
   campus	
   and	
   community	
   resources	
   in	
   collaboration	
  
with	
   the	
   Graduate	
   Resource	
   Center	
   and	
   the	
   Women’s	
   Resource	
   Center.	
   This	
   guide	
   is	
  
available	
  as	
  a	
  paper	
  copy	
  and	
  online	
  as	
  a	
  PDF	
  on	
  the	
  GPSA	
  website.	
   	
  SS+AC	
  is	
  one	
  of	
  the	
  
entities	
   engaged	
   in	
   a	
   conversation	
   with	
   a	
   number	
   of	
   offices,	
   including	
   the	
   Office	
   of	
  
Graduate	
   Studies,	
   the	
   Graduate	
   Resource	
   Center,	
   and	
   the	
   Project	
   for	
   New	
   Mexico	
  
Graduates	
  of	
  Color	
  around	
  the	
  coordination	
  of	
  online	
  resources,	
  including	
  a	
  manual	
  and	
  
a	
  calendar.	
  	
  
	
  
SS+AC	
   Chair,	
   Megan	
   McRobert,	
   has	
   also	
   been	
   participating	
   in	
   the	
   Ombuds/Dispute	
  
Resolution	
   Office	
   Mediation	
   Training.	
   The	
   committee	
   will	
   support	
   the	
   creation	
   of	
   a	
  
graduate	
  ombuds	
  office	
  where	
  professional	
  and	
  graduate	
  students	
  can	
  seek	
  mediation	
  
and	
  conflict	
  resolution	
  services.	
  
	
  
The	
   SS+AC	
   is	
   currently	
   scheduling	
   several	
   events	
   and	
   workshops	
   for	
   the	
   Fall	
   2011	
  
semester,	
  including:	
  
-‐ Monthly	
  Networking	
  Lunches	
  	
  
-‐ Mediation	
  Techniques	
  and	
  Conflict	
  Resolution	
  Workshop	
  	
  
-‐ Financial	
  Literacy	
  Workshops	
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Student Support and Advocacy Committee
Addendum to Monthly Report, September 2011
Next Committee Date:
Thursday, September 22 at 2 pm in the GPSA Office
Committee Members
Megan McRobert, Chair
Christine Abassary
.elisa pintor
Maren Stockhoff
Tatiana Falcon‐Rodriguez

CRP
Teacher Education
CRP
Anderson
Public Health
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Tuition and Fees ‐ September
The committee currently has 6 members:
Sarah Coffey – Law
Peter Horan – Law
Justin Bateman – Law
Chris Smith – Med
Ashley Hooper – Water Resources
Vicky Wood – Education
GPSA president and ASUNM president will have mediation about student fees and representation on the
SFRB. Mediation dates are set.
We have not yet had our first meeting. Will have first meeting in the by the end of September.
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2011-12 GPSA Council
Schedule of Regular Meetings

Meeting Date

Time

Location

Items Due

Agenda Notice

8/27

9:00am

Sub Lobo A&B

9/24

9:00am

Domenici West, 2112

9/15

9/16

10/29

9:00am

Domenici West, 2112

Holding for Bylaws

10/21

11/19

9:00am

Domenici West, 2112

11/11

12/3

9:00am

***

11/25

1/28

9:00am

Domenici West, 2112

1/21

2/25

9:00am

Domenici West, 2112

3/31

9:00am

DOMENICI 2112*

4/28

9:00am

DOMENICI 2112*

5/5

9:00am

DOMENICI 2112*

1st of Academic Yr

*awaiting confirmation
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Current GPSA Council Positions
Standing Committee Chairs:

Steering, Finance

Ad Hoc Chairs (subject to change/add):

UNM Sustainability & Alternative Transportation Plan (in progress)

Administrative Positions:

Office Volunteers for Council Administration

GPSA Leadership Application: (Please submit one from for each position to gcchair@unm.edu.)
Position Requested (see list above):
Name:
Email:
Phone:
Field of Study:
RDSA:
Current UNM Leadership:
Past UNM Leadership:
Committee Chair Questions (resume/CV not required):


Yes, I am a current Representative from a chartered departmental student association.



Yes, I am interested in being a member of the committee if not selected for Chair.



Yes, I can commit to serving the entire upcoming session (August ‐ May).

 What previous experience do you have that would enhance the success of this committee?

 How you would you describe the mission/purpose of this committee (<80 words)?

GPSA Office:


Yes, I can VOLUNTEER! On this Day:_____________ Time: ______________
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National Security Studies Program
Fall 2011 Symposium
September 2223, 2011; UNM SUB Ballroom A

9/11 Ten Years After: Evolving Threats and US Responses
Open to all UNM students, faculty and staff and the UNM community
Program:
9/22
Plenary:
Session I:
Session II:

Why the 9/11 threat to the US?
What has happened to the threat?
What is the changing nature of threats?

9/23
Plenary:
Session III:
Session IV:

US Intelligence and Espionage in New Mexico
What were the responses in the US and the world to 9/11?
What has been the impact on individuals of 9/11?

Thursday September 22, 2011
9:00 A.M.

Registration and Continental Breakfast

9:45

Welcoming comments
UNM Provost Chouki Abdallah
Introduced by Frank Gilfeather, Director of National Security Studies Program, UNM

10:00

Why the 9/11 threat to the US?
Emile Nakhleh, Research Professor of Political Science, UNM and former senior CIA
Analyst

11:00

Session I: What happened to the threat and is it past?
Title TBA
Alexander S. Cochran, Historical Advisor to the Army Chief of Staff
AlQa’ida, The Muslim Brotherhood, and Franchise Terror Groups
Emile Nakhleh, Research Professor of Political Science, UNM and former senior CIA
Analyst

12:30 P.M.

Lunch

1:15

Session II: What is the changing nature of threats?
The terrorist choices: nuclear, bio or cyber?
William G. Rhodes III, Senior Manager, International Security Systems Group, Sandia
National Laboratory, US Intelligence
Are new and potential nuclear states now the major threat?
James A. Tegnelia, Research Professor of Chemical & Nuclear Engineering, UNM and
former Director of the Defense Threat Reduction Agency

3:30 – 5:00

Adjourn for the day
Refreshments served with the speakers in the Honors Forum Space
(lower level of Student Health and Counseling Building across from the SUB)
Remembering All Victims of 9/11
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National Security Studies Program
Fall 2011 Symposium
September 2223, 2011; UNM SUB Ballroom A

Friday September 23, 2011
9:00 A.M.

Registration and Continental Breakfast

9:45

Welcoming comments
Frank Gilfeather, Director of National Security Studies Program, UNM

10:00

US Intelligence and Espionage in New Mexico
Edward Bruce Held, Director, Office of Intelligence and Counterintelligence, U.S.
Department of Energy

11:00

Session III: What was the response in the US and the world to 9/11?
What are we doing in the US to prepare against terrorist threats?
Michael S. Duvall, Secretary, New Mexico Department of Homeland Security
and Emergency Management
The Terrorist Mindset: Motivations for Political Violence
Edward MacKerrow, Director, Center for the Scientific Analysis of Emerging Threats
(CSAET), Los Alamos National Laboratory

12:30 P.M.

Lunch

1:00

Session III: Continued
Is a response still needed  how does the US counter world terrorist threats today?
Bradley C. Hosmer, Retired Lieutenant General (USAF)

1:45

Session IV: What has been the impact of 9/11 on individuals?
Individual Rights: How has 9/11 affected each of us?
Dawinder Sidhu, Assistant Professor of Law, UNM
Terrorists in the judicial system: Is the system working?
Nancy Hollander, Freedman Boyd Hollander Goldberg Ives & Duncan P.A.

3:15

Closing Comments
Frank Gilfeather, Director of National Security Studies Program, UNM

3:30  5:00

Adjourn for the day
Refreshments served with the speakers in the Honors Forum Space
(lower level of Student Health and Counseling Building across from the SUB)

CoSponsors

UNM Office of Student Affairs (OSA), International Studies Institute (ISI), and the Center
for Science, Technology & Policy (CSTP)
Remembering All Victims of 9/11
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